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4
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CAN'T GIVE YOU ANYTHING IBUT MY LOVE) Stylistics
BARBADOS TypicallyTropIcal
IF YOU THINK YOU KNOW HOW TO LOVE ME'Smokey
GIVE A LITTLE LOVE Bay City'Rollers
THE LAST FAREWELL Roger Whittaker
JIVE TALKIN' Bee Gees
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MCA
Playboy

20th Century
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STAR BREAKERS

Roll

bSyrtpPn

TKinshasa

Carpenters04

IT

4
5

6
7

8
9
10

AFTERNOON OF THE RHINO, Mike Post
Coalition, Warner Brothers
DO IT AGAIN, Steely Dan, ABC
HYPERTENSION, Calendar, Avco
FOOL, Al Matthews, CBS
HOW SWEET IT IS, James Taylor, Warner
Brothers
CRYSTAL WORLD, Crystal Glass, Philips
SCOTCH ON THE ROCKS, Band Of The
Black Watch, Spark
WALKING THE DOG, Roger Daltrey,
Polydor
THE SINGLE GIRL, Sandy Posey, MGM
OH ME OH MY (DREAMS IN MY ARMS(.
Al Green, London

~EN

OrleansGDlbl

n.

DANCE WITH ME
SEND IN THE CLOWNS 4i
pedals
IT ONLY TAKES A MINUTE Tavares

.Tr;rsr.

'}'T..'.'
.
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Capitol
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US chart supplihd by Billboard

1

4;

A&M
HORIZON Carpenters
Apple
VENUS AND MARS Wings
Bell
ONCE UPON A STAR Bay City'Rollers
Polydor
TEN YEARS NON-STOP JUBILEE ALBUM ,James Last
DJM
CAPTAIN FANTASTIC Elton John
RAK
MUD ROCK VOL2 Mud
Bell
Bay
ROLLIN'
CityRollers
Asylum
ONE OFTHESE'NIGHTS Eagles
Virgin
TUBULAR BELLS Mike Oldiield
Avco
THANK YOU BABY Stylistics
Mercury
THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK,10cc
CBS
Mathis
AGAIN,
Johnny
WHEN WILLI SEE YOU
Harvest
THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON Pink Floyd
Island
GREATEST HITS Cat Stevens
Bell
STEP TWO Showaddywaddy
A&M
THE SINGLES 1969-1973 Carpenters
Red
Seal
SNOWFLAKES ARE DANCING Tomite
SIMON AND GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS
CBS
Simon and Garfunkel
CBS
THE BASEMENT TAPES Bob Dylan
Polydor
RIDE A ROCK HORSE Roger Daltry
Epic
BEST OF TAM MY WYNETTE :Tammy Wynette
DJ M
ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS,EItonJohn
Apple
BAND ON THE RUN,Wings
Polydor
FOCUS Focus
RCA
THE HIGHER THEY CLIMB David Cassidy
Dacca
THE SNOW GOOSE Camel
RCA
AND I LOVE YOU SO Perry Como
GTO
NEVER TOO YOUNG TO ROCK Various
Decca
l0cc
HITS
OF1occ
GREATEST
MCA
HISI2GREATESTHITS Neil Diamond
CBS
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER, Simon and Garfunkel
Swan Song
PHYSICAL GRAFFITI Led Zeppelin
THE MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF KING ARTHUR
A&AA
Rick Wakeman &The English Rock Ensemble
Rolling Stones
MADE IN THE SHADE Rolling Stones
Avco
DISCO BABY Van McCoy
TOMORROW BELONGS TO ME Sensational Alex Harvey Band Vertigo
Philadelphia
TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOURSELF Three Degrees
Arista
NOT A LITTLE GIRL ANYMORE Linda Lewis
Polydor
TOMMY Soundtrack
A ErM
THE
Rick
TO
THE
OF
EARTH
Wakeman
JOURNEY
CENTRE
Philips
TAKE TWO, Diane Solomon
Apple
THE BEATLES 1962-1966 Beatles
Buddeh
6 FEEL ASONG Gladys Knight&Pipe
Arcade
ELVIS PRESLEY'S 40 GREATEST HITS Elvis Presley
Vertigo
AUTOBAHN Kraftwerk
AU
THE SHIRLEY BASSEY SINGLES ALBUM Shirley Barney
'GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD, Elton John
DJM
THE BEST OF BREAD Breed
Elektra
MUSSORGSKY Tom its,
Red Seal

Supplied by British Market 'Research

CapItA
Untied Artats
Warner Bros
Ansb

WASTED DAYS AND WASTED NI GIST'S Freddy Fender
ABC/Do
FEELUKE MAKIN'LOVE Bad Comry nr
Swanson?.
THAT'STHE WAY OFTHE WORLD Earth, Wo and Fire
Columbia
JUST A LITTLE BIT OF YOUMIWeI Jackson
Motown
BALLROOM BLITZüweel
Capitol
THIRD RATE ROMANCE Amazing RMthm Aces
ABC
HELP ME RHONDA Johnny Riven
THAT'S WHEN THE MUSIC TAKES ME Nell Sedaka
Rockel
RENDEZVOUSHudson Brothers
Rocket
DYNOMITE BarukA
Al. M
FAME Dave Bole
RCA
TUSH UTap
Le don
TIL THE WORLD ENDS Three Doe N, M
ABC
BLACK SIPERMAN/MUHAMMAD ALI
.1,4,WAkekn anal Theeoyy
Betel
HUSTLE Van
Saul
Anca
I BELIEVEETHERES N
OTNI
S
STRO NGER THANrol
OUR LOVE Paul Mks and Oda Coates
united Arose
DAISY JANE Moans
Werner Brw
TIM) FINE PEOPLE/Oat Stevens
AI /.4
(Snu000P.-Po6Popp). LOVE BEING YOUR
FOOL Travis Wammeá
Caprlran
LOOK AT ME (Fm In Lose)Momanb
San
SOLITAIRE
U
pL/LS5HOUSE Tenlposore
Gordy
TIE PROUD ONE OMnands
HOW LONG ees:ha' Got A Chloe On The Sale) Pointer Sisters
ABC/Blue Thumb
DREAM MERCHANT New Beth
Buddeh
FEELINGS Mars Albert
RCA
HOPE THAT WE CAN BE TOGETHER SOON
Viwron Pep and HaNd Malin
Pn,40e1pha lnarnacorvl
DOESN'T
bERaANY MORE
WILLIBE

2
3
7

THE BEST OF

RMIBBC CHART

R93
Asylum

ROCKFORD FILES Mie Post
MGM
I'M NOT IN LOVE ICU
Merwry
GET DOWN TONIGHT
C and T M Sunshine Band
TK
LOVE IM
The Gpbin end TennlDe
KEEP US
ASH
MORMIN' BEAUTIFUL TorreY Orb rdoand Dawn
Elekea
FIGHT THE POWER PI1'shy Bros
T.Neck
AT SEVENTEEN lams ten
Colimbla
LISTEN TO WHAT THE MAN SAID Paul McGrtneyand wings Capitol

HOLDN' ONTOYESTERDAY Ambrosia
COULDITBEUAGIC BerryM.eUow

'

21

25

I

ONEOFTHESE NIGHTSThe Engles
PLEASE MR
.John
SOMEONE SAVED MY LIFE ONGHT Elton John
FALLIN' IN LOVE Hammon Joe Frank and Reynolds
RHINESTONE COWBOY GienCampbell
WHY CANT WE BE FRIENDS/ We,
HOW SWEET IT IS (To Be Loved By You) Ja mes Taylor
MIDNIGHT BLUEMeInsa Manchester

3

11

' 12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

I

JIVE TALKIN'

]

5
6
7
8
9
9

I

4
3

5

4

11

I

1

1

2
3

Rak
Bell
EMI
RSO

DELILAH Sensational Alex Hervey Band
Vertigo
IT'S BEEN SO LONG George McCree
Jayboy
IT'S IN HIS KISS Linde Lewis
Bell
SHERRY Adrian Baker
Magnet
BLANKET ON THE GROUND Billie Jo Spears
UA
SEALED WITH A KISS Brien Hyland
ABC
DOLLY MY LOVE Moments'
All Platinum
TEARS ON MY PILLOW Johnny Nash
Epic
HIGHWIRE Linda Carr EtThe Love Squad
Wend
JE TAIM E Judge Dread
Cactus
NEW YORKCITYTRex
EMI
I WRITE THE SONGS/ FOR LOVE David Cassidy
RCA
EL BIM BO Bimbo Jet
EMI
BEST THING THAT EVER. HAPPENED Gladys Knight & The Pips
Buddeh
ACTION Sweet
RCA
LOVE ME BABY Susan Cadogan
Magnet
THAT'S THE WAY LIKE IT) KC & The Sunshine Band
Jayboy
SAILING Rod Stewart
Warner Bros
MISTY Ray Stevens
Janus
SUMMER OF'42 Biddu Orchestra
Epic
GET IN THE SWING Sparks
Island
SUPER WOMBLE Womble'
CBS
Avco
THE HUSTLE Ven McCoy
RCA
FAME David Bowie
All Platinum
7-6 5 -4-3 -2-1 -(BLOW YOUR WHISTLE) Rimahots
A&M
LOVE WILL KEEP US TOGETHER The Captain Et Tennllle
Rak
ONE NIGHT Mud
CBS
ROLLING STONE David Essex
State'
DON'T THROW IT ALL AWAY Gary Benson
Rubber
ROCHDALE COWBOY Mike Harding
Brunswick
HAVE YOU SEEN HER/OH GIRL Chi-Lites
Asylum
ONE OF THESE NIGHTS Eagles
Philadelphia
SEXYM.F.S.B.
Bell
LOVE IN THE SUN Glitter Band
Creole
BRAZIL Crispy &Company
Atlantic
LOVE WON'T LET ME WAIT Major Harris
Rak
A CHILD'S PRAYER Hot Chocolate,
CBS
DO I DO I DO Abbe
Chelsea
ALL NEED IS YOUR SWEET LOVIN' Gloria Gaynor
UA
THAT'S WHAT LIFE IS ALL ABOUT Bing Crosby
Rek
JULIE ANN Kenny
R SO
KNOCKIN' ON HEAVENS DOOR Eric Clapton
Epic
SUMMERTIME CITY Mike Batt..
DJM
FUNKY MOPED / MAGIC ROUNDABOUTJaspñr Carrott

U.TOP50SINGLES
2

Avco
Gull

I

I..

13
-14
15
16
17
18
19

9
17

13
20
15
22
16

20

48

21

21

22

19
29

23
24
25
26
27

24
25
28
32
313

2299

3)
31

32
33
34
35

36
37

39

23
35
40
26

34
39
33
42
43

-

39
40
41
42
43
44
a5
46
47

44

48
49
5D

5B
37
56

45
69
99
27
3o
4B
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ONE OFAT
HTSThe Ea_ glen
THE HE
'SON FEATURING
THE POWER
Islay Bras
RED OCTOPUS Jefferson Sbrship
CUT THE CAKE Average WKlb Bard
FANTASTIC 6 THE BROWN DIRT COWBOY
Elton John

Asylum

TNtA

Grunt

Atlantic

MG

GORILLAJamss Taylor

Warner Bros
CAT STEVENS GREATEST HITS
A& M
BETWEEN THE LINES Janklan
Cokfmbia
LOVE WILL KEEP USTOGETHER The Goblet TenN lle
AS Mh
WHY CANT WE BE FRIENDS? War
Unrad Arm
VENUS AND MARS Paul McCarSrry 6
THE BASEMENT TAPES Bob Dy4 n
Colombia
THATS THE WAY OF THE WORLD
6 Fire
Columba
FANDANGO ZZTop
Loador
HORIZON The Carpenters
ASH
TOYS IN THE ATTIC Aerosmitt,
CoWmbr
THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 10 CC
Meacyry
MELISSA Melissa
MADE IN THE SHADE Rolling Stones
5011,05 Sears
CHOCOLATE CHIP Isaac Hayes
Hot Buttered Ser
DIAMONDS & RUST Jun Bev
STILLS Stephen Sells
GREATEST HITSTooy Orlando& D.,rn
Nee

p

Carnes;Carnes;12

ManchesterAAte
Co4k

JUDITH Judy Conlin
TONIGHTS THE NIGHT Nel You ng
AMBROSIA
OE 92E FITS ALL
Freres bypp 6 The Mothers a Invention
SPARTACUSTrlumvlral
ENDLESS SUMMER Beech Bon
TOMMY/ORIGINALSOUN OTRACK RECORD NG
STEPPIN' Pointers Sorters
NO WAY TO TREAT A LADY
Helen Reddy

Eke

Ira

Repnse
2091 Century

INIcReel
Cap'lbl
Capitol

~Oar

ABC/Blue Thumb

Capitol
SURVIVAL O'Jays
PMladelphse Intemaeaal
Stampede Daoba Bra der s
Warner Bra
GOOD VIBRATIONS
EST OF ME BEACH BOYS
ReprmWBroerer
MOVING VIOLATION Jackson 5
Motown
MAIN COURSE Bee Gees
RSO
HAVE YOU NEVER BEEN MELL OW
Olive Newton -John
MCA
I FEEL A SONG GMdya
Knights Tha Ppe
BuckLh
PICK OF THE UTTER Spin ea
Mantic
antic
DI SCOTER3 THE SEIPO.LETTES
Chaise.

-8

NONSTOP B.

I

Rudshw

Express
FLEETWOOD MAC
SPIRIT OF AMERICA Be.c haws
MEET7AMOORPHO95

Warner Brea

Capitol

Rolling Stags

CMIGfI IN THE ACT Commodores

Mosown
TO BE TRUE FEATURINGTHEODORE PENDEGRAFF
Harold Melvin & The Blwrates
PhBadeyhe IntamesaaI
HEAD OVER HEELS Poco
ABC
DISCO BABY Van McCoy a The Saul Ohs Symphay
Avco
DREAMING MY OREAM5WayI0n Jannlrgs
RCA
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Irish mini -tour hits trouble

.MEwsnESK
01-607 6411

Buddy_
can you

spare

-Reg
Super
KENNY GO BUMP
err'
IN THE NIGHT

1

KENNY MISSED
the weekend riots In
Northern Ireland by

Band sleep on
as hotel

only a day, but stW

managed to have

their hotel sur-

surroúnded

rounded by troops
last Wednesday
The cordon was ordered
by the army following
three threatening phone
calls made to the hotel at
Rambridge, Dear Newry
where the band were

staying. Kenny them.

selves did not learn about
the night's activities until
the following morning.
The band; making their
third visit to the action
torn country, have not

encountered this kind of
trouble before.

But as keyboard player

Chris Lackllson exOrdered: 'This time it was

a song?
SHOWADDYWADDY have recorded
the old Buddy Holly
song Heartbeat for
their next release on
August 22.

Montford Hall, Leicester
(12); North Olympia,
Norbreek Castle. Blackpool (13); Davenport
Theatre, Stockport (14);
Civic Hall, Wolverhampton (15); Guildhall
Preston (16); Qty Hall,
Sheffield (17); Qty Hall,
Newcastle (19 and 20);

bourne

Theatre, East(27); -Woodville

Hall, Gravesend (28);

Grand Theatre, Leeds

(October 1); Queensway

Hall, Dunstable (2);

Odeon, Lewisham (3);
Gaumont, Ipswich (4);
Wimbledon Theatre (5);
Gaumont, Doncaster (8);
Manchester Opera House

(10);

Grand Pavilion,

Wlthernsea (11); Market

Hall, Carlisle (13);
Pavilion, Ayr (14).

Glasgow Apollo (15);

"4111Efiffa

-

I
h

a.
.

-

a

Christmas
package
CC ARE currently in Manches-

-

THIS MAN is the wórid's top rocker and
that's official. Looking more like a summer
snowtoan than a superstar, Elton was voted
the world's best at the first annual Rock
Music awards in Santa Monica, USA. Joni
Mitchell was voted best female vocalist,
Stevie Wonder best male singer, and the
Eagles best group. Single of the year was
Linda Ronstadt's You're No'Good, and best
album Dylan's Blood On The Tracks.

10

ter's Strawberry

Studios recording

Civic Hall, Guildford

gress

members of the Miami
Show Band to a terrorist
shooting.
"We went out there as
the morning the shooting
happened", said Claris.
"Had we still been In
England then the tour
may well have been
can celled. "
Having returned from
Northern Ireland to
England on Friday, a day

debut album which they
hope to have out le
September. That will
hopefully be followed by
'their nest full UK tow.

Meadowvale Country
Club, Cardiff (9); De

Chelmsford (24); Tiffany's, Ilford (25); Con-

last week of 'three

relieved Chris added:
"Were we glad to miss
those troubles."
Kenny are currently in
the studio recording their

Dates are: Coventry
Theatre (September 7);

Chancellor Hall,

We could Mel
the worry and frustration
as soon as we arrived, so
we didn't drive at eight
and stayed Inoue hotel."
The seven day mini tour had already been on
the point of cancellation
following the tragic death

before the anti
Internment riots,

On September 7 they hit
the road for a mammoth
tour that takes them to
October 28.

(23).

different

They're walking again
NEW single from the Blackbyrds, who had a summer hit with Walking
In Rhythm, has been set for re/easé on September 5.
/ Need You is a track from the band's Flying Start album, and not the
same as the American follow-up, which is a completely new recording.
Plans are in progress for ,a possible visit to this country by the
.
Blackbyrds later this year.
A

first new album for
more than two years

Capitol Theatre, Aber- is
on
deen (17); Calyd Hall,
Dundee (18); New September 5 and
Theatre, Oxford (20); titled Wish You
Capitol Theatre, Cardiff
(22); Dixielender, Col- Were Here.
Featuring tour numwyn Bay (23); Gaumont
State, Kilburn (24); Cliff bers written by the band
the album has been
Pavllfon, Southend (28).

released

Christmas.

.

with a visit

produced by Pink Floyd
and features Roy Harper
singing lead on Have A

Cigar.
The other tracks are
Wish You Were Here;
Welcome To The Machine
and Shine On You Crazy

Diamond,

a

number

previewed on last year's
UK tour.

SIR MONTI Rock
HI, alias Disco Tei,

With one date still to be
added the tour sheet
reads: Baileys, Derby
tSeptember 8); Ballet's,

There are no plans for
them to tour Britain till
February next year.

charts with Sealed ments.
With A Kiss, returns'
He'll be at Batley's,
to Britain later this Watford (August 21-30);

will last till December.

Watford (9); Balleye,
Liverpool -(11); Barba relies, Birmingham (12);

Blackburn (16); Baileys,
Hull (17).
To coincide with the
tour a new Disco Tex
single, Boogie Flap, Is
released on August 29.

..
-

,
e

month for a series of

BRIAN HYLAND,

together with the California Ballroom,
Sex - O . Lettes, Dunstable (13); Baileys,
visit Britain next Stoke (15); Baileys,
month,

it

In October they go
Stateside for a tour which

1

ek,

Brian seals

re -charging the cabaret engage-

DISCO KNIGHT FOR BRITAIN

NEW FLOYD
PINK FLOYD'S

tracks for their
forthcoming album
due out before

Baileys, Leicester (September 7-13); Abigail's.
Birmingham (September
lb-20).
On August 19 an album
of his hits is released
entitled Sealed With A
Kiss.

Meanwhile his US
million seller Gypsy

Woman has been relamed this week.
Originally a hit le 1971,
the record wee produced
by his old friend Del
Shannon and written by
Gurus Mayfield.

4
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Plant
in car

Pilot concept

di

DURING the next two weeks Pilot are recording a
nonrepl album with producer Alan Parsons al
London's Abbey Road studios.
The album, to be released on 20th Century records
will not be an official Pilot release as the band are
simply working as modal men.
And keyboards player Bill Lyall Is to produce the
debut single by Glasgow singer Marilyn. The single,
written by Lyall, will he Issued In late September.
On August 19 David Paton and Stuart TOW
telerecord appearances in Yorkshire TV's A Question
Of Pop, which will be screened Inlaid . December,

9

s

ex

%v

J

r14''

r

smash
ZEPPELIN

Double blanket
AMERICAN country

LED

lead singer Robert

Plant, his wife,

Vintage

CONCERT

Elvis

PAUL KOSSOFF'S band Back Street Crawler
are to stage a free concert in London's Hyde Part
on August 30.

The concert, organised by Virgin Records and
London's Capital Radio will also include Finnish
band Wigwam. Other arts are to he added.

ODE

and Bobby

-

Taylor (piano).

L

SIXTEEN RARE Elvis
Presley tracks, originally
recorded for the Sun label
are to be released later
this month on a new label
selling sill. 99.
The Presley tracks on
Stamen were recorded

Scott is now on his way
to LA with the tapes

R

hour period of

-

e

concussion after the

Arthur 'Big Boy' Crudup

OLIO

That's AL Right
(Mama), recorded on
July 6. 1954, with Scatty
Moore on electric guitar
song.

At time of going to press

be

and

Bill Black

on

accoustic bass. Other albune due for

LIDO
The smash has meant
the postponement of Led

.

s

fj_d

ñl
u''-I

I
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I
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seven years her

_

º$,-..s

I

.

,Bender
band
EXMOTT

man Aerial
Render has a new band
together
Widow Maker
which Includes Steve
Ellis m vocals.
They are currently in

-

-

A

single, to be

announced shortly, will
be chosen from four
possible tracks.

ELVIS PRESLEY

release on Starcail

Include outings by Perry

BOB MARLEY and The Walter.. successful London
concert at the Lyceum Theatre has spawned a "live"
single, to be released August 22.
It features No Woman No Cry from the Nalty Dread
album on the A side, and a seven minute version of
Kinky Reggae from Catch A Fire on the B side. Both
songs are Marley compositions.

Como, Nell Sedaka,
Henry Mancini, Frank
Sinatra and Julie Andrews.

t.

Cheap at

Dates confirmed

sire:

Guildford Civic Hall

OL BLUE Eyes returns

St Alban's Civic Hall (16

Palladium tram November l3to30.
Tickets will be priced L3

and 20); Gloucester
Leisure Centre (m) New
Victoria Theatre Landon

(26); Malveryn Whiter
Gardens (27); Bradford
St George's Hall tOctober
1) Sheffield City Hail

(3); Norwich, East
Anglia University (4).

to Britain for a series of
ten concern& at the land on

to í17.60 and go on sale

August 20 at MA Lld, 2425
New Bond Street,
London WI.
Sinatra will be appearing with Sarah Vaughan
and accompanied by the
Count Basle Orchestra.

to net
Birmingham Town Hall He is expected
from the ten
(October 6); Preston (260,000
performances.
Guildhall (14); Cardiff

Univerrty (19); Wolver-

hampton Clads Hail (161;
Glasgow Apollo (22);
Dundee

(gird Han

(21):

Edinburgh Citadel

Theatre (24); Manchester
University (26); Cam-

bridge (bra Exchange
(20); Folkestone Lees-

e"
PavQlm
ber 1).

(Novem-

v

£17.50

(September 7): Torquay
Town Hail (10): Redtuth

deal.
The line-up Is: Paul
Nichols (drone); Rich-

ard Hugh Lloyd Langton
Bob Dalsley
(bass); Aerial Bender
(lead guitar); Steve Ellis
(vocals`.

son will also be adding
some gu !tar tracks

Argent return

Regal Cinema (11):
Plymouth Gu1)dhail (U);

(guitar);

Harrison the final mixing
will be completed. Harri-

ARGENT, who cancelled their summer tour because of
the drummer's Illness, have re - arranged It to start on
September 1.
The 22 -date tour will be their first for nine mat the.
They also have a new album produced by Tony
VlactmU set for release the end of September which
features Genesis drummer Phil Collins on four of
the tracks. A single is
also set for next month.

rehearsals and are

negotiating for a record

GEORGE HARRISON
where along with George

Marley live

Phillips.
The album- Includes
Presley's first release on
the Sun label
the

C.

crash.

Purvis,

mukicians Include Earl
Palmer (drums) and Bill
Dickenson (bass)'` Chris
Spedding (guitar); Tom
Scott (horns) and John

between 1954 and '36 when
Elvis was signed to Sam

scheduled to open In San
Francisco on August 13.

Edit',

-

SPLINTER HAVE completed recording their
second album called
Whits Shoe Weather for
late September release.
Produced by Tom Scott, it
was recorded over the
past two weeks at George
Harrison's home studios.
As well as Billy Elllot

ROBERT PLANT: to ur postponed.

FREE

Zeppelin's forthcoming
American tour which was

guitarist In the band that
backs Billie Jo

Junior, is also steel

Splinter

Maureen has suffered a

the family were said to
"slowly improving."

divorcee with three
married Michael Edltn,

Shoe

/r

Plant has mulUplé fractures of his
ankle and elbow and his wife has broken
her leg in several places. She also has
four fractures of the pelvis and a
suspected fractured skull
The children, Karac(3)
and Carmen (7), were
travelling in the back of
the car and sustained
only minor Injuries.

36

arranger for the past

three years.

White

The accident happened on the
Greek island of Rhodes where
the family were holidaying.

news of the
accident Plant's record
company Swan Song
chartered a jet out to
Rhodes with two Harley
Street doctors and extra
blood plasma.

her musical director and

singer Blllle Jo Spears, In
the charts with Blanket
On The Ground, got
married fhb week.

Billie Jo (37),ama.a

Maureen, and their
two children are
under intensive care
in a London hospital
following a car
smash.
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The official follow up to

Don't Do It Baby
Mac.& Katie Kissoon's
New Single

'Like A Butterfly'

STATE
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Fourth in our Kenny profiles
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E

CHRIS LAKLISON

yff

He's
a
;chipPY

HAVE A long, cool gaze and
then try' sussing out to whom
these -pop eyes belong. Some
of them are as easy as pie 'cos
you've been staring into their

whirpools for yonks. There are
a few tricky ones though.

°off

3'

the old block ...

Y

by Martin Thorpe
NERVOUSLY HE stood on
the stage behind his plano. In
front of Chris Lakilson was a
packed hall. His heart was
beating fast as he launched
Into the opening chords of
Down At The Old Bull And
Bush.

No, Kenny haven't modified their
stage act to Include bawdy sing - a
long favourites from the pub. Chris
al as making his concert debut at the
age of eleven In front of the Mayor of
Hackney at his school's open day.
They knew Chris played plane
be's been having lessons since he
so they asked him to
was eight
play some pub burg-aIo's as a

-

-

change from the usual classical
recitals that afternoon.
The school was in Hackney hut
Chris moved m Enfield In his third
year at secondary school. The
upheavals meant that he attended
three secondary schools In all, but
didn't stay m for his A levels. He became a carpenter, a job he
continued with right up until Kenny
turned probslmal. His earliest
musical recollections are of buying
Simia and Beatles albums when he
was about ten. Up until then,
although he was taking plano
leesma, be had little Interest In pop

made.

The plano lesson. lasted for three
years until be was IL It assn't until
two years later when his father
bought an organ, that he took any
Interest In the keyboards again.
"My father could play the organ.
He bought tt for himself mainly",
Chris explained. "But 1 started
lemma when we got the organ. My
father taught me at the beginning
but 1 soon got better than him. "
At the age of le, Chris Joined up
with Van Maybe to form the band

Triffic.

When TYtHc Joined up with the
other local band Legend, which'
featured Chris, Kick and Andy, to

form Chuff, Chris bought

a

synthesiser m hire purchase, the
me he still oafs today.

'I CAN

Being raised on classical muslo
through his plano lessons; it Isn't
surprising that Chris still likes the
old masters, and also has a soft spot
for Rick Wakeman's Six Wives of
Henry VIII.
"There's a lot of plano work In It",
added Chris, "and as a plano player
1 can get into that. I try and play It
myselm.-bd apart from some bite I
can't get Ball. "
Chris's dad could claim some hand
in the development of his son's
career, but at first his parents were
as surprised as Chris when they
were told he was going to make a
record, never mind have a hit
Chris's brother, ten year - old
Steve, Is very much Into his
brother's success. When fans come
round the house and Chris is out they
always ask for Steve, and In true
showbis style he entertains them In
the park across the road from the

4-r,

C

ú

-

44i
a

'e

house.

Fans' behaviour does not bother
Chris to any great extent. They used
to phone his home a lot ants his dad
changed the number, and the kids
who come round, Steve looks after.
Even though Chris haste put up with
more adorade than the average
guy, be remains adamant on one
point.
"I couldn't go back to my old life
being a carpenter. H 1 have to
change then I'd try something else

like producing, playing sessions or
opening a muslo shop. But I can nee
Kenny going on for a long time yet "
Although the media exposure that
Chris, as a member of Kenny,
receives he reckons he hasn't
changed as a perm and sell hangs
out with hie old trleds. He's made a
lot of new mss as well.
"We know the Glitter Band and
Pilot very well. Everywhere we go
we seem to meet Pilot. At the
beginning of July we were in an
Austrian hotel planning to leave the
next day when they arrived out of
the blue.

"And we have been ,known to be
playing frisbee with them In the
corridors of the BBC.

KENNY GOING
ON FOR A LONG TIME YET'
SEE
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The bizarre
and
sensational

7

.

Alex Harvey

a
a

'admits:
by Maggi Boothroid
"SORRY MA'AM, Alex Harvey
checked out ten minutes ago."
After Ave hours of panic, the
Man whose latest single Is still
moving up the charts, was
cornered at a hotel In Atlanta,
Georgia, late In the afternoon.
No, he's not shocked by his success,

"Nothing really surprises me, but
obviously I'm happy about the sales. I
mean you make records so they sell, so
I'm not unhappy about the tact that
people have bought It. Delilah Is getting
very good response here and It's going
down exceptionally well m the tour. I
think we have an album somewhere in
the Top 100 or something, but I'm not
sure about that."
Anyway, all this single chart success
means a follow up single?
"Well, we wail rush out another
single Just because the last me hit the
charts. I don't think that's a good idea.
In fact we probably won't put out
another me for quite some Ume. "
Meanwhile Delilah does not appear to
have drawn the wrath of irate Tom
Janes fans.
"Nobody has commented on that,
why should they?" says Alex, taken
aback. "They can throw their knickers
at me if they want."
As for the top ten position: "It doesn't
really bother me. I think a commercial
hit will help us reach a much wider

audience."

"If

people listen to,
Delilah and like It, then I
songs, like Vambo, and
catch up on what we've
done to date. Releasing

Delilah

as
recording wan

a
a

live

Hammersmith
Odeon, along with Deli-

live

at

lah, which

onIL

1s

also featured

Alex has no idea why

previous singles failed
despite his following.
"1 can't Imagine why

that happened." What
about re-releasing some
old songs now they'd
stand a better chance of
selling?
"I don't know, mainly
because I haven't thought
about It yet. I work
instinctively. I do look
ahead, but I don't like It to

1

1

Alex Hervey end friend in Atlanta

all worked out, I prefer
4t to be more sponbe

taneous.

"You

here in
America, we're working
practically every day and
I don't have time to
consider the next step.
We're playing to from ten
to

18

see,

thousand

dable, why not gel
yourself another thriller
with. We hear
the Beano makes spitting
momilW reading,
to go to bed

people

every night more or less,
and our daily routine leas
follows; Get up In the
morning, go to the
airport, fly to the next
town, go to the gig, go
back to the hotel, go to
sleep and start again In

LIBRA (Sept 24

LEO (Jul 24 to Aug 29)
Hot fat news and gossip
by the haghdl will be
reaching your ears this
weekend. Possible neurosis will set In, followed
by a fair portion of
downtown blues. But, It
doesn't matter, you were
headed for the reeks of
gloom anyway*.
VIRGO (Aug is to Sep 13)
A treasured love affair
will be reaching Its
pinnacle In the upcoming
months, but watch out
that the sweet core
tentreent doesn't two into
boredom. If it's unavol

to Oct 23)

Steer clear of any difficult
projects; your mind Is at
Its lowest and your head,
right now, Is cluttered
with garbage and needs
to be sorted out. Have a
few early nights
that
should do the trick.
SCORPIO (Oct 24 to Nov
22)

You're becoming more
and more feeble In trying
to work out your problem
of the heart. A fine
romance Is all very well U
It's a mutual thing, but
when it's mesidei youll
find yourself begging and
praying and generally
being a tile ole Tacky. If
you cmunue to serve, I'll
have a stiff brandy, m the
rocks.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov
Dec 21)

Jelly Roll Morton whether

be Impossible to

Invented brushes for

different to what's been

they know It or not. He

"

.

good

idea, because you can feel
the performance In It "
The new album, released next month, is part
of the concert, recorded

o

'I'm a quite norMal;
straight type of
guy'. - Alex Harvey

think they will start
listening to our other

9

6

M

s

I

23 to

If parents are proving too
hot to handle, don't

panic. You've heard the
saying, "Lite begins at
forty," so perhaps they're

the morning, so really, I
haven't had time to think
of future plans."

Maybe things are
getting too much?
"No, I don't let
anything get on top of me.
My management take
care of thatslde of things.
It's the only way to

survive."

"The big differ-

ence between touring
America and England Is
the phenomenal amount
of

travelling demanded in

America.

having a belbava fling.
Meanwhile it's tierce to
take a pattern from the
older folks. Get with It
and stop being u nagbag.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22 to
Jan 90)
Cool down de temper and

hot up de passion. You'll
have instant heart failure
the way you get yourself
In such a pitch. What you
need Is a nice understanding partner who will
respect your deelres and
work on 'em. Very gently
of course.

AQUARIUS (Jan 22 to
Feb le)
People may call you
superhero of line, with
your slightly demod way
of approaching things,
and your fumbling decorum. Huh, you ran call
people unprolesslanai because they offend, but you
oughts know what they're
thnklnl Go on, I dare you
to ask 'eml

"It's a Mg country. You

could, U you wanted, fit
the whole of Great Britain
Into a corner of Hudson

Bay.
is

.

"Just being In America
outrageous, Its full of

cowboys. A few days ago
we played"In New Orleans
and that place In just

unbelievable. Every-

thing about it is great,
even the food." (The man
went on to rave about
something called Phllly
Gumbo, a kinda stop that
cowboys eat)
to Mar

"Anyway, after the gig
we went to a few clubs
down Bourbon Street, and
I saw a band Called

Clarence Frogman Henry, or something like that,
and they were really
good, an old tittles rock
and roll band.
'The whole atmosphere
In New Orleans Is
amazing, even the way
people walk down the
street, its as if the whole
town has got rhythm. It's
so funky. Also it meant a
lot to me to be there
because Its where my
favourite musician - Jelly
Roil Morton - came
from "
Was he a big influence
on Alex?

"He Inspired me In
every way - musically
tool He had the most
beautiful sense of time
and space. In fact, he was
probably as important to
jazz as Duke Ellington
and Louis Armstrong.
Everyone is Influenced by

Sensuality has never been
your big weapon for
Matters of Al Importance catching the opposite sex,
are about to happen. You but surprisingly you'll be
need courage and the feeling really loving on
prowess of Henry \.taper these hot days, Funny
to withstand the ordeals what the sun does to frigid
uhe'ad, but If you ran folk; must melt away all
weather the storm then a their defences.
lot of Interesting things CANCER (June 22 it Jul
will take place. Renews. 23)
her to be honeat with You Samson and Delilah
friends and loved ones, characters will feel the
oven U it means calling need for someone to
theme stinker.
dominate you as you're at
TAURUS (Apr 21 to May your weakest right now.
21)
It's worth your while to
You will be entering In a put yourself about a bit,
patch of milk and money, know wot 1 mean, and
honey. where you'll be hope that some nice dude
bathing In unashamed will wrap you In their
luxury. Being treated arms and make the world
like a Hollywood else star go sway for an hour or
will be your Idea of two.
heaven an earth. Make
the most of the tam while
Its still fresh, 'cos when
out of dab it can go stale
around the edges.
'GEMINI (May 22 to June
PISCES (Feb

18

203

d

2l)

drums y'know. One night
when his band were
playing In a small club,
the drums were too loud
so he made the drummer
use two fly-swotters.`
That's true:'
While we've had the
hottest weather since the
beginning of the century,
In the States It's been over
90 deg nearly every day,
so Alex and gang have
been diving into swimming pools all over
America attempting to
cool off. Does the heat
affect gigs?
"Not really. Mast of the
gigs have air conditioning, otherwise it
would be too hot to play.
But Its strange because
this makes the place quite
cool and then when you

walk outside the sun
smashes you to pieces.
You can also get a cold

that way."
Alex is touring with
Jethro Tull and finding

the audiences good.
"Kids are the same

explain,

It:s Just completely

done before. Ya see, its a

plan and part of the plan
Is that It has got mystery.

We'll probably tell the
press about it the day

before It's released.
Really I haven't had

much time to think about
our future plans, but we
are gonna use new
material.
"We're Just an act In

tradition of show

the

business. Y'know the
whole of the entertainment business Is a pose.
As soon as your m stage
you're posing, everyone
knows that. It's Just that
I'm the only me who
admits it. Why do you
think they all dress up
fancy? Ido
No you don't, you wear
scruffy Jeans and teeshirts.

"Well that's pretty

fancy dressing. I'm a
quite normal, straight
type of guy really, but
when people see us, they

tend to think that we're

everywhere. Maybe bizarre and strange, but
Americans area bit more It's all family entertainlaid back, but they are
boys 'n' girls just like
anywhere else.
"We finish the tour mostly Southern America
- In September, then we're

ment."

Already It has been
suggested that Alex will

on. "

all having a holiday.
After that we're open to
offers from anyone. "

do something completely
different after the live

album.

"Yeah, that's right.

The next album will give
people a chance to catch
up on what we've done so
far, before we move on to
something else!"
He elaborates; "It's all
worked out, but it would

Don't you think your
guitarist (Zal Cleminsm)
looks rather strange, or
have you seen people

looking like him walking
around in public?
"Yes. Clowns at a
circus, Just before they go

Hmmm.
like to say
something about those
kids who bought Deli-

"I'd

lah". Be my guest.

"I

mean this, IL's great that
they all bought the single,
It makes us feel really
glad that we worked so
hard on the act, because I
do love those kids. I mean

that'

PEOPLE"
"LITTLE
5002
Firefly Records
AMS
New Single on
Ring 01-2479856 and hear ill

,
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got themselves into

that to jump Into

a

Womble suit and loon
around Is as enjoyable as
performing without any
masquerade.
"It's good fun being a
Womble," he says simply. "The whole thing

began with just my

dressing up and loaning
around, but it proved to
be so popular we got a
band together. We all
enjoy what we're doing.
except sometimes It does
get a

suits!"

bit hot In those

Musically speaking

Mike Ban Is the brains
behind the whole shebang. He not only writes,
produces and arranges
all the Womble songs he
sings them too! Presently
Mike Is in the studios
working on 'the third
Womble album. which
sounds as though It Is full
of unethical music.

Fantasies

"That's the good thing
about the Wombles I'm
not restricted, anything
goes. On the new album,

which if finished by
Friday shall be released
In September,

I've done

all sorts of strange
things. It's fundamentally based on Superwomble's fantasies and
adventures which are
virtually anything. One
track called The Myths
And Legends Of King
Merton Womble And His

who went on tour weren't
my Wombles. You see a
concern called Wombles
Ltd., hold the copyright
they own the characters,
they can do whatever
they like with them. I
mean they can tell 'em to
jump off the Eiffel Tower

If they want to.
"So. Wombles Limited
decided to do a tour,
which needless to day
resulted In a monumental

flop.

/

1,

ill

r,

have

IL"

r

were not the real things,

or at least the ones heard
on record, and will still
1

continue to enjoy the
group's frivolous antics
and sing- a long tome
Says Mlket "A lot of
people knock the Wornbles, They don't under.
stand that the whole thing
Is supposed to be a joke, a
bit of fun. We don't want
to be taken seriously. On
the other hand our music

Isn't juvenile, we hope
older people enjoy our
music as much as the
kids. But since we're
associated with trivial
characters people think
our music Isn't valid, or to
put It more bluntly Is a

1

Professional

load of crap."

Being a Womble

1
y

advantages; especially
for Mike who Is hoping
someday to make the

grade as a serious solo

artist

"The Womble Image Is
a problem and it's gonna
take quite a while to live
down; but I don't regret
ever having been part of
''In a funny way It's
helped me enormously; I
mean having been in a
Womble costume Is like
putting a toe in the water,

it

IL. has

given

When

will the Wombles

empire eventually fall?
"Oh, I don't really
dI

know.

It

could go on for

another five years, or It
might fall apart next
month. Who can tell?"
What you have to do

arnwer the questions

I_

:.a

IS

on the
coupon below, and send If, no
later

j

s.

than August 25, 1075, to
Super Womble Competition,
P.O. Box 195, Spotlight
Publications, 1, Burwell Road,
London, 147.
The first correct entry
drawn from the pile will win a
date with Super Womble, and
the next 40 correct entries will
each win one of the special
kits. The Editor's decision is

a

final

Om

"LITTLE
PEOPLE"
New
on hre

7

Where do the Wombles come from?

2.

How many singles have they
had in the charts?

3.

How many Wombles are there?

NAME
ADDRESS

If under 18, please get your parent or guardian to sign below, saying that
Sou can accept the top to London if you wen.

SingSe

L

Parent/Guardwn's signature.

me

confidence to perform or
go on Tiros myself. "

to know more
about that creature currently
climbing up the charts,
namely Super Womble, then
here's your chance. Record
Mirror In giving away 40
Super Womble kits, each one
containing a T-shirt, a badge y
and the single of the same
nurse, with the Oral prize ,J
winner and a friend getting
the extra bonus of a trip to
Landon to have lunch with
Mike Ball and Super Womble!

.

ob-

viously has its dis-

IF YOU want

WOO
Iy Records AMS 5002
Ring 0I-247 98S6 and hear Id

thing to do with

a

Womble Appreciation
Society will have known
that the touring Wombles

____

--

rather

This mishap must have
pleased Womble cynics no
end. After all a musical
disaster such as this Is
tantamount to one paw
under the pop guillotine.
However, devotees of the

-

Super Womble
-o

was

thlhg really because
people held me responsible, and yet I didn't

Cynics

Journey To The Centre Of \from now on. Last year
The Earth Is a very mild
there were six Womble
form of taking the mlck singles unleashed on the
outof Rlek Wakeman; but public, but this year only
not In a bitchy way. Then
two. Mike Is conthere's a reggae tune, as
centrating on his solo
yet untitled, plus a thing
career and Is also
called To Wimbledon producing Steely Span; a
With Love
a James
partnership which on the
Bond inspired ditty with
surface seems as unlikely
wonderful John Barry
as, say. The Banana
type strings. I mean it's Splits producing Mike,
all laugh."
Oldfleld. But wait:
Despite his last flippant
underneath that Elizaremark Mike Is a very
beth Beresford character
competent music maker
there's a guy whose
and very proud of fits
studio genius Is saluted
slicker Womble etudes.
by some of pop's
But there comes a time In intellleentsia
every Womble's life when
he feels he must come out
of his fluffy cocoon and
Says Mike: "The band
face the music.
rang me up and asked If
Mike already hashad I'd próduce them and I
two solo singles released, said yes please! It was
both of which flopped like
great work tog with people
a loaf without yeast.
who are very professional
Although his third at- and hardworking; their
talent Is Incredible and
tempt, a more convincing
their co-operation even
number entitled Summertime City, stands a better
more so. It was great for
me to just concentrate on'
chance, and has already
entered the charts.
producing instead of
"The welcoming aspect
doing the whole works. I
of a solo career for me Is
enjoyed Just twiddling the
that It's much cooler," he
studio knobs and fetching
says jokingly. "Serious.
the drinks. "
ly, l don't expect people to
Mike spends' a great
automatically flip over deal of his working life in
my solo singles, nor do I
one studio or Collier. See,
trouble is, the Wombles
expect all the DJs to jump
up and play them because can't go on the mad and
moulding a solo career
do a full-scale tour. For
.takes time."
one thing the guys inside
Consequently there the suits would sweat
could very well be a
alive and second you try
hiatus of Womble records
singing with one of those

with

I

annoyed about the whole

by Jan Iles

Win a date

at

Mr. Batt: "Before I go
any further, the Wombles

a problem'

HE CAN walk down any street where platoons of girls hang out for' .1
their fave pop stars and not a single curl will get pulled. Yet Mike
Batt of Womble fame has had as many as seven hit singles over the;
past two years.
On the other hand if Orinoco, alias Mr. Batt, were to walk
same strip of territory, bedlam would look him right in the that!
furry,
face and the said ladies would freak.
Strangely enough Mr.
a self-

sorts of disasters.

'The Wombles
image is

Womble suit
confessed egoist, doesn't,
mind being obscure, even
going as far as admitting

furry contraptions on!
I,However there was a

feeble attempt by a group
of Wombles unknown,
who went on the road and

Mike steps;;.
out of his

Batt, although

1375
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.

-
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JOHN DENVER'S
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RCA 2588

A new hit single by John Denver from his forthcoming album "Windsong"
Management III Jerry Weintraub. Produced by Milt Okun.
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REMEMBER the times you'd shoot the kerb
when your board got
out of control and the blind panic
as you wiped out on the High
Street?
Well, looks like you'll be doing it
again 'cos skateboards are back
in fashion, according to Dean
Torrence.
Dean,

you

must

remember

Jan and Dean, reckon, Ural
"skateboarding la truly 100 times bigger
ever It we' "
It all started round last Christmas and than
since then has snowballed.

j

j

''Kith the new technology the boards and the
%heels are better. Those
old Ones were fairly
primitive, you know. But
I reckon with these new
boards the sport's going

-

"This Isn't just nos.
taigta." he points out.
"There's a whole new

audience now who doesn't
know about the surto'
and skateboards era
"What I wanted to do
with Sidewalk Surtn' was
to take out some of the
words which are now
irrelevant and add some
hipper terminology
"But in the future I will
be Concentrating on new
stuff with Bruce Johnston
(former Beach Boy) and
we will be doing some

Sidewalk surfin'
1

,

JP

t

L.r

a
concerts.'
Dean already has
himself a band from
Santa Cruz who have
been playing surfin'
music for the last four

by David
Hancock

70s style

r

to be much more
popular," says Dean.

in fact he's so
convinced that his record
company has re released
the early Sixties classic
by Jan and Dean
Sldewalk Surf in', and just
as the skateboards have
advanced so Dean has re worked the disc adding
new lyrics and updating
the backing.

America

In

.

brain damage. Jan and

;,t,.

T

_

Dean continue to see a lot
of each other,
"I see him about once a
week." says Dean. "He

comes off like we're
friends but because of the
braindamage he has to be
period, after the Sixties that little more clever and
surfin' craze died down have more finesse to get
Dean went into album what he wants. design and was respon"When he's with me he
sible for the Nilsson wants to record but I have
albums up till the Nilsson to tell him that sometimes
Schmllsson outing.
we can't do It musically.
But what of Jan? A few
"Of course he's credityears back he was éd on the new version of
involved In a near - fatal Sidewalk surfin' because
car smash that left hint it's a Jan and Dean song,
severely handicapped but in future on the new
and after many oper- songs It'll probably be
ations he still suffers from lust me."
years.

During his "quiet"

s

GREAT RECORD MIRROR DOUBLE!
Barry Blue cómp.
ON AUGUST 22:

is releasing

a

new self -penned

single called If I Show You I Can
Dance - and that's what Barry le
willing to prove.
The winner of this competition,
along with a friend, will win an
all -expenses paid trip to London
to meet Barry and have dinner
with him. And, If the mood's
right, he might well show you that
he can dance!
For 25 runners-up. there will be
consolation prizes of a copy of
Barry's new single
Answer the questions on the
coupon below, and send your
answers, no later than August 25,
to Barry Blue Competition,
Box 195, Spotlight Publications, 1
Benwell Road, London N.7. The
first correct entry drawn from the
pile will win a date with Barry.
The Editor's decision Is final.

ri

Mott comp.

'

Mr. Barry Blue

TO PROVE that we
mean what we say
about bringing you

things first- in
Record Mirror,

we've got a great
double competition
this week.

MOTT, NOW ready to kick off with their new lineup, have their debut album, Drive On, released on
September 12, and a !Angle, Monte Carlo, which is
taken from the album, released on August22.
There are 50 chances for you to win a copy of this
album and so be one of the first to hear it, because
that's the first prize - and for 25 runners-up, there'll
be a copy of the single. All you have to do Is answer
the questions below, and send them, not later than
August 25, to Mott Competition, P.O. Box 195,
Spotlight Publications, 1 Benwell Road, London,
N.T. The-trst 75 correct entries drawn from the
pile
will win copies of the album and single respectively.
The Editor's decision Is final.
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FROM FLORIDA, where there's palm
trees, golden sands, orange juice, big fat
retired business men, come KC And The
Sunshine Band, a product of TK Studios
which boasts other sizzlin' home cookin'
acts among them George McCrae.
In a hotel In London's Bayswater Road,
where plastic tropical plants stand wilting
on the patio, KC and the gang are taking
lunch and talking about their stay In Britain
and their music.

.14
'S

-

They are one of the most

By

funky set-ups you're ever
likely to find.
Their past hits
all of
which were penned by KC
and Rick Finch
have
carried more energy and

-

Jan

-

sensuality than the

Iles

ultimate horny fantasy.
First came Queen of
Clubs, a song responsible
for their breakthrough.

This was promptly

followed by Sound Your
Funky Horn, Get Down
Tonight and lastly their
current single; That's The
Way (I Like It).
Heading the array Is
Howard Casey. or KC
vocalist, keyboards, producer and writer. Rick
bass guitar,
Finch
studio drummer, percussion, writer and
producer. Oliver Brown

-

-

-

percussion. penvll
saxaphone!
Liptrot
Charles Williams

-

-

trombone. Ronnie Smith

- trumpet. James
Weaver - trumpet.
Jerome Smith - guitar
and Robert Johnson -

drums.
KC and Rick are
responsible for giving
George McCrae his major
break.
His number one in both
the USA and Britain,
Rock Your Baby, was
written and produced by
these boys, as was his
album of the same name
which has just gone gold
here in the UK.

Shortage

In between mouthfuls of

succulent TBone KC
said: "George had been
with TK much longer than
we had, and

I'd often

see

him around the studios
and recording these
not very good
er
singles. ,
"At the time Rick and
myself were working
together on a lot of demos,
which were never ever
completed.
"One of our main
ambitions was to complete just one which we
eventually did even
though there was a
national gas shortage at

...

the Ume and the studio
was hitting rock bottom.
"The demo was Rock
Your Baby and we took it
to the studio boss who has
to listen to everything
before it Ie passed. and he
went nuts about It.
"We actually wanted to
make It Into an Instrumental but were told
to put some words lo ft.'.

fans what they thought of
us they would have been
quite complimentary."

-

Shabbily

Things haven

-

They presented the tune
George McCrae because It was suitable for
his voice and within four
weeks of its release It
went to number one In the
States.
While George and the
record company were
swimming in success, KC
and his band also began
to enjoy their own
invasion upon the music
to

scene.

And that is quite an
achievement for the 23 year - old Sunshine boy
who at one time had to
work to TK's warehouse
before anyone even
considered him capable of
working in the studios.
His first British tour
however began on a sour
note. For starters, It had
to be postponed because
KC had an appendix
operation and when they
did finally touch down on
British soil things began

terribly wrong.
KC explained: I had
only two and a halt weeks
to recuperate and then I
came straight over to
Britain to begin a really
strenuous tour, sometimes playing two gigs a
night.
to go

"I felt really bad,
sometimes wondering
how

I

was

of mystic, just knocks me

gonna

get

through the act.
It upset me when
critics began saying;
'they refused to do an
encore' and things like

that."

"They were lucky to
havg had him on stage in
the first place", inter

rupted buddy Rick. "He
was dying on his feet."
One or two reviewers
were even more unkind,
One accused KC and the

Band of wearing

Woolworths clothes and
slamming their live sound
as not being as good as
their albums suggest.
KC argued: "They
never once mentioned
that the kids were riotous
to the point of screeching
and trying to grab at us
on stage, and really
letting themselves go.
I mean, If we could
have asked some of our

't

changed much one year
on, although KC Is
bripoming with health.
Their British tour has
been as shabbily arranged and conducted as
a B group playing the
Petals rounds.
"We wanted to bring
over our own equipment,
but we weren't allowed"
said KC.
Said Rick: "I'm glad
we didn't, they would
have torn It to pieces!"
Who? The fans? 'No the

,

out everytlme I hear it."
For buffs who didn't get
the 'chance to catch the
single on its short and
sweet release can listen to
the unabridged version on
their latest album, which
also contains That's The
Way.
"I think this album Is
far more superior Khan
our first one. We've
learned a lot since we cut

the debut album. We all
reckon this one has depth,
fluency and a kinda live
feel which the other failed
to g et over."
They all agree ,that in

INTRODUCING KC and'the Sunshine Band all the
way from Florida. They have had nothing but
trouble on their British tours.

as, say, San Francisco,
today's musical empire. New York, California.
"In TK alone we have
Florida Is an up and
coming gem of all things people like Betty Wright,
Fire which is a great all bright and beautiful.
"Florida kinda gets left girlle vocal group, a guy
out of things", says KC called Jimmy Bo Horne,
pensively, "and yet we've who ain't much to look at
as much musical talent .but he sure can slag, and

KC reckons that when
he's on stage his organ

palm trees!"

"

Mick Brown- SOUNDS

well Houdlni

must have come back as a
roadie or somethin'.
During our talk, Richard Saunders their jumbo
manager, British via the
Bahamas, sits al the head
of the table in lacey shirt

I.a.eethee.wr F. pele.
A MICHAEL emit -LOU ADUR PRODUCTION

umbrella and looking
mean 'n' moody.

Apparently he's still
chewing on the dls-

Nori

sapointment that his boys
aren't able to appear on
Top Of The Pops.
"I'm gonna kick some

meatballs",

In

the

he declared.
we had that
programme all sewn up
and now, at the last

minute they're tellin' me
you guys cannot ap-

What Richard's

'

fl971011

.

"Why

pear."

mmor
koloom

kIR

winging his English

right

1

an Academy Aw.trd for ho performance
as Frank, and the Time -Warp 'isn't the nett
dune .nve I'll hang up my suspender hclt.
Me. it if you dare

sometimes plays tricks on
him, one minute he can't
hear a note, the next his
vocals are being drowned
Ina sea of fuzzy music.

one

Fonda-

can produce the
goods. I mean we have
more to offer than Just

"And It Tim Curry doesn't win

roadies!"

Mmm,

there's so much more
talent beside' can't name
them all.
"People are just waking up to the fact that
oh

MtIPINAA

so

steamed up about is the
fact that the band have
been refused permission
to appear because of the
musicians union.
The union said that

television appearances

were not Included in the
group's British contract.
KC Is more subtle: "We

were really looking

forward to appearing on
the programme, though it
shouldn't affect our single

because

it's

in

the

The single prior to
That's The Way, called
Get Down Tonight was a
minor hit In this country
which baffles KC because
It's his favourite song.
He said: 'It's got a kind
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IN THE old days of

But back to those poet colonial days. The influence is Still with Blddu
and can be heard to Iba
new album which eontalns three songs he didn't
write.
They're songs which
Blddu says he included to
give the album "Credence".
Aranjuez Mm Amour,
Summer Of '42 and
Exodus are also the type
of songs which in another
era would have admirably accompanied Sundow.
ners and tittle - tattle.

white honkey colonialists who had It

together would

hangs out in a place

called Bangalore.
The altitude, safaris in the nearby
jungle, pink gins,
and the occasional
trips up to Poona
made life idyllic. It
was the age of
servants and 78's.

And those 78's were the
sub - continent's first
taste of Western musts
Even when the British

Standards
"Well If you want

grip grew feeble and

again.
The strangest track Is a
James Brown - type funky
cut, You Don't Stand A
Chance If You Can't
Dance, complete with
vocals.
"I wasn't the vocalist

son.

In

Bangalore. The summer
of '42 was tong gone, the
majority of honkeys had
packed their hags and the
middle class Hindus were
left to ape their white
predecessors.

on

"I

was raised an
cocktail music." Blddu
reveals. "There was, of
course, plenty of Frank
Sinatra, but most of It was

-

American music.
stuff like Pepe Aramillo
South

"You know me of my
favourites was a tune
called Brazil and now I'm
cursing myself because I
left it off the album-"
He's cursing because a
Philadelphia disco version of the song by Crispy
and Company has already entered the charts
following Van McCoy's
The Hustle and Biddu's
Summer Of '42 It will
conclusively establish the
only truly new sound of
the year.
Heavily orchestrated
disco singles with the
drumming mixed to the
fore, tight black rhythms
and white melodies are
definitely In vogue.

Formula?
Yet Blddu has been
using this magic formula
since he arrived in

Britain In 1999 - a
formula that hitches

the best of

Isaac Hayes.

"I've

always been

doing disco music and my
own producing since I
started up, yet I didn't
know about soul music
it's just that my records
turn out that way.
"I think that these days
people are getting Into
writers and producers
more, which is good for
the music," he adds.
"You know It's been
said that I only had a hit
because of Van McCoy,"
Biddu grins,

-

It's not

been

due to

Radio One, because they
have not played the disc
so far, although Mr B.
bas appeared an Top Of
The Pope using the BBC
Orchestra.

"Actually there's

no

such thing as the Blddu

Orchestra."

he admits.

that cut,"

Blddu doesn't mean he's
deserting production. A
new Carl Douglas single

Pik gíns,cocltaíl musicand 18s
or how we lost an Empire and gained Biddu
"I

changing with the guitar
styles, but It's always
stayed within the disco

used session men for

the album (Blue - Eyed
Soul), though I have five
rhythm musicians I use
on all my records.
"When I do live work
they will be going out on
the road with me."
For a man who' spent
his first year In London
agog at the strangeness of
It all, and who admits he
had no idea at all about
producing, the album Is
quite an achievement.
Hie first ,attempt at
producing came atter
he'd save £400 to buy
some studio time. He got
the money by working at
the American Embassy
making doughnuts.
"I had to start from
square one and though I
didn't know much about
production, the Important
thing was that I knew
what sound I wanted.

4

field."
a

Douglas Rung Fu Fighting smash, which has
since gone on to sell more
than 11,000,000 throughout the world and gained
Biddu respect throughout

-

the business.
Out of the Carl Douglas
sessions came the track

that was to launch
Biddu's solo career.

Favourite
Blue - eyed Soul pre dated McCoy's The Hustle
but never charted because of bad promotion
from the record company,
being pushed as an

instrumental by Carl

Douglas.
But it soon became a
firm disco favourite and
had enormous success In
the States. In fact It sold a
creditable 20,000 In

Success
"I

always know how I
want my records to sound
and they always come out
that way. The sound has
not changed that much.

Britain.
It's the title track, and

arguably the best cut of
Biddu's album.
"Troubleis I can't
really release it again
now," says Blddu, "because it's already too well
known. It's become ideal

Thedrum is still the same
and that crisp snare
sound is there.

"If

it's changed at all
over tj'te years it's
because I've managed to
keep It contemporary by

.11

Is in the can, and a 19
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polite, and oozes a sincere
charm. He's also shrewd,
"I think that at top
whack your should only
bring out three singles In
a year. Any more than
thaC and you can suffer
from over - exposure," he
says.

Giants
His career Is going from
strength to strength
putting him out there
alone as the only writer /
producer in Britain who

can hold his own with the
soul giants or America,
though the last thing he
would want to be known
would want is to be known
as Britain's Van MCoy

His name is Biddu. Ask

him what It means In
English and he'll shake
his head.

"Most Indian names
'translated mean God,
peace,

love and things

like that," he points
"But I come from the

Kuruk region of Mysore
and Biddu means absolutely nothing." Another
understatement

by

David
Hancock
~"eyyRy.{.f

'iCs.A?it^ti}:;:.{':i:i..

1

I
VIOSILETI
l_New Stn)

.E
a on

PEOPLE"

Firefly Records ANS 5001
Rung 01-147 9856 and hear it!

-

year - old white girl, Tina
Charles, Is hoping to
make it big with his
helping hand,
Blddu Is handsome,

His greatest success as
producer came late last

year with the Carl

:rr':f;i:::' :':`.;::g {':<;:r.%;;`:ír.:
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he

states adamantly "but I
ama frustrated singer,
"My next single will be
mainly Instrumental but
It will also have a couple
of male voices m it and

they'll be me."
But a solo career for

Trial Lopes.

Barry White to

to

1
Included them
because they're the only
I have in
standards
three
my collection." He grins

know

eventually let go, those
seeds of decadence
remained to Influence a
young Indian doctor's

and

fee

radio."

the Indian Raj,

Biddu grew up

IQYS

i,
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Eagles take

off in Britain

come
players to have come out
of California since the
Beach Boys. Their songs
are subtle, often soft, and
mostly melodic.

-harmonlsere

By the time they
delivered their second
LP, the concept album,
Desperados, about the life
the band
of outlaws
were well established.
Again they cut the LP In

-

id

4

.

London, which, Frey
explained,
strange.

PERHAPS THE Eagles really are'THJlr all American band. They look like a Ltmch of
cowboys, :hey live in California, and until
now, their songs have been about outlaws,
tequila, and dusty street law.
They are the latest, and

perhaps the last, in
America's great tradition
of West Coast rock
groups But for .a long
time they have remained
a minority interest in

Britain,

It's not surprising

-

either. Country rook as
the Eagles music is

-

loosely termed
has
never been very big over
here. It doesn't really
relate to football, factortes and a night out with
the boys. And there's the
rub. While the whole of
America has been pro Eagles since their first hit
three years ago, here It's
all been down to steady
album sales.

Fortune
Stateside they have had

me single in the charts
after another while here
it's taken the straight ahead
sweet - rock of
One Of These Nights to
break them.
The change in fortune
Isn't Just coincidental.
Their appearance before
72,000 people at the
Wembley Summer Festival drew a lot more
attention to the band, and

Clint Eastwood made all

those cowboy movies of
his in Italy. You get a
whole new pe>=spective

i

working

Peter

cf'

TY

Harvey

albumin Miami.

rw

a

Exciting

.

slightly

A lot of the credit for
that sound change must

THE LAST GREAT
WEST COAST BAND?

go to Don Felder. He's a
slide player who has
played with the Eagles'
for two years off and on,
but only appears as a
permanent member on

the new,

One Of These

Nights, album
Glenn Frey, singer and

guitar player who co wrote the hit single, said
In a rare interview:

"Since we got Felder In
the band, we've had a
much better second half,
the rock 'n' roll halt The

other part, the vocal

England. All

harmony softer part, was
always really good, but,
Felder nails down the
harder stuff.
"He's like Duane
Allman, he drives the
band on certain songs.
Some slide playerse
myself Included, Just slide

along with the song, but
when Felder plays slide
he drives the band and
the whole thing revolves
around him"
Laid year when their
third album. On The
Border, was selling really
heavily, Felder helped
the band to map up to the
toad too. All over the
States they were playing
live sets which lived up to
their records, and al the
same time another hit
single, Best Of My Love,
streaked up the charts.

S

a

perspective. Now, I like
to stay In LA, although we
did, some of the latest

`l

_

at the same time they

harder sound.

In

sudden you're a
foreigner and It put us,
LA and everything Into

yJ

a

co

made In Europe.

been

of

presented

was not

"Some of the best
Western movies have

till it was no more

than

Randy Meitner (vocals.
bass), Glenn Frey, Dm
Henley (vocals, drums)

and Bernie Leadon
(vocals, guitar, banjo)
ever expected. Each bas

an Individual track
record as long as a
Pacific breaker.

Melaner, for example,
was an original member
of Poco, and formerly
played with Frey and
Henley In the Linda
Rmstadt group. Bernie
Leedom, meanwhile, was

gaining experience with
the Flying Burrito Brothers. So when the four
were finally urged logether by producer John
Boylan In 1971, they
seemed assured of succias.
It came quickly.
The first LP, titled
simply, Eagles, took off
Immediately via a great
debut hit single, Take It

classic. But when the
Eagles opened with it at
Wembley this year, there
was a huge roar.
The song was co r

was made, the song was
merely an underground

muffle. Consequently the

written by Jackson

Browne (with Frey) and
he was there to support
the Eagles at Wembley.
That's what you get on

West Coast of
America. All the artists
the

hang out together, write

Easy. Ironically, In together, and generally
Britain, where the album, work to Improve their
Eagles

HAS GIVEN YOU THE TASTE,
NOW THE MAIN COURSE'

'JIVE TALKIN'

-The Robert StigwoodOrpanisatioii
Produced byAfit Mart fin, by arrangement with

are the best

On The Border confirmed the view that the
Eagles were the most
exciting soft rock band
operating out of the West

Coast,

even

over

shadowing the Dooble
Brothers and Little Feat.
The fact that It has
taken them so long to gain
chart recognition over

here Is a poor comment an
British taste. But as Frey
has said: "What I like
about playing England is
the attentiveness of the
.audience. In America we
tend to play to very
boisterous crowds, but in
England they sit and
listen and I Just thrive m

that."

At present the band

Is

on the road in the States,

but hopefully they will
now have an even better
reason for launching a big
tour over here. Being
attentive is OK; buying
records Is a much greater
sign of respect.
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Nolan: out
from behind
hits
the
fNAT
COLS
i THIS WILL BE i
111111`k

"My early influences
were always R&Q," he
said assuredly. 'I was a
great tan of the Beatles
and early Motown; which
is obvious. I used to write
songs on my own. I was
writing for MGM and I
met Bob Crewe. At that
time, The Four Seasons
and Frankle Valli were
still with Motown and I
did a sang for them called

ONCE UPON a time most soul producers
were stereotyped into one kind .of ion
age: non-existent. Or if anything,

Motown's Berry Gordy the

ambitious young black man who

borrowed 300 dollars to finance his own
company epitomised the kind of producer
see making all those

CLi58k

soulful American

noises.

')t

Well, times have
changed. ,The British disco boom has
done more than its
fair share to show
the States that you

1

gat.

S°

.

Hickory.
Inspiration

,t{

thing.

Swing Your Daddy for
example. I was sitting In
a room with the electric
drum machine on and just
started humming the dowah, shonby dowah bit,
and in five minutes the
rest was done and a week
later I got this call from
Wes Farrell and was In

J.'

don't have to be
black and American

to know what comprises the creáln of
good soul music.

Varied
7)

the studio with Jim
Gllstrap. He's done the

FRANK' VALLI

The producers behind
some of the biggest soul
records of this year are as

male version of the Lulu
song, so It's called Take

Your

Ride.:'

varied, as their style of
soul Is. Stereotypes are
going down the drain.

Take this week's

I

uncovered mystery man,
Kenny Nolan. The name
should ring a bell, he co wrote and co -produced
such bubblers as My Eyes
Adored You, Lady Marmalade, Get Dancing, I
Want To Dance Wltchoo,
Swing Your Daddy, Take
Your Mama For A Ride,
and the latest, Highwlre,
by Linda Carr and The
Love Squad. In one short
year, Nolan has been
voted in the States right
up in the polls along with

It only takes a

few seconds to know that
the new single by TAVARES

ITONLYTAKESAMINUTE
is

aE

Do The Disco
1121

1AZ

Capitol

Parts1nM0
and 2
1

air

Mr, clod In EMI R.cada l,m,ed

20,

Influences
years old and
a resident of Los Angeles
for most of those years,
Kenny Nolan had a lot of

musical influences

throughout hie childhood.
He actually studied music
formally at a conservatory and by the time
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belle had an international
monster with. Not surprisingly Kenny Nolan
has just signed an artist's
contract. BUT, it's not
with Chelsea Records;
the company he's penned
so many hits tor. His
contract Is with 20th
Century, and he's off to
the studio to cut his own
album. There are up
coming records by Nolan
with Dee Raindrops Clark
called Rlde A Wild Horse
plus some new things m
Frankle Valli and Jim
Gtlstrap, But the Nolan
reign of the charts might
end as abruptly as It
started.
You get to the point
where you can't devote
your
to each and
every artist properly and
consequently the product
starts losing quality. It
hasn't come to that point
and Pm not going to let it
sts
. 1 think fi
acts for one producerveor Y
all anyone can handle. "

by Carol
Small

:

enthusiasts will find

Kenny's name on an old
track called Flirt, and he
also did a pre -Drift Away
track for Doble Gray
called Honey, You Can't
Take It Back.

A

'Nolan also sang lead

Sedaka, Paul McCartney
and Stevie Wonder. Ten
years ago, Kenny Nolan's
name would have only
been seen printed In little
letters under song titles,
but now, he is an
Important a force as the
artists he records.

A mere

Daddy For

with the now defunct 11th
Hour on the original Lady
Marmalade; which La-

veteran writers Nell
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Sometimes the
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SHIRLEY AND COMPANY were enjoying
the nearest thing they'd had to a day off in
ages. And Company had gone shopping and
Shirley was In her hotel room, looking
forward to a quiet evening once this, the
last interview of the day, was over. Then
the telephone rang.
The call was from
a
promoter In

Bim.

album pick

8

-

cajoling,

Insiselgtingu ,

"No", she chuckles, "I
Just don't waste that
much tape!"
Shirley has the most
amazing memory and,

begging

Shirley to fly over
straight away for
Just one more forty
minute set in a
discotheque.
He pleaded

PRO TESTED:

without the slightest

hesitation she pinpoints
the dates things happened
way back In her career. If
you should compliment
her on how well she
recalls events long past
she brushes It off.

She

"?t
Just isn't passible",

complained she.
"I'll double the

money", said he.
The offer of extra
cash left her un-

"It's simple",

when
he
went on to say how
important the gig could
be, she wavered and told
him to call back later.

"If It
scheduled",

memory is to always tell

the truth. It's always
easy to remember what's

true;

had been

you only get
problems if you have to
remember stories. That s
why I always tell the truth

3.9

she says as
she comes off the phone,

besides I
reason to Ile.'

"there's

no way I
wouldn't be there, but It
wasn't scheduled. I only

knew about

"I'm so tired, I haven't

been home since December 29. ICs all been so

& Co's follow - up
to Shame Shame Shame,
which is called Disco

Crazy

"It's

doing three shows a night
in different places each
time. They're supposed to

minutes
each. bull always go over

last about
that.

I'm

40

not

a

clock

watcher", she adds with a
smile, "and while I'm
finishing, there's always
someone whispering in
the wings 'come on
Shirley, we've got to get to
the next one'. I've never
worked so hard In My
We."
Ah well, she's not the
only one to have got

lumbered with a ridiculously overtight schedule.
It happened to Betty
Wright when she was here
Just recently.
"I k row", says Shirley.
"1 spoke to her when she

SHIRLEY & COMPANY
got back to the States and
before I left. The only
difference is that she was
earning good money for
her tour while mine's only
a promotion exercise. "
Shirley says that she
can't remember when she
last had a holiday and
knows there's no chance
of gelling one until at

least
year.

February next

Experience
"Still",

she says,

"you've got to grab
everything while It's

coming. Nobody gets

paid for holidays in this
business."
She has been in 'the
business' for a long, long
while, enjoying het-first
hit as hall of Shirley & Lee

alai
3

2

4

DREAM MERCHANT, New Birth
GET DOWN TONIGHT, K. C. and the Sunshine

Band
HOPE THAT WE CAN BE TOGETHER, Sharon
Page
4 2 TIGHT THE POWER PL 1, holey Bros
6 6 7064321 (BLOW YOUR WHISTLE), Gary Toms
Empire
{ FOREVER CAME TODAY,Jckson Five
7 12 THAT'S THE WAY OF THE WORLD, Earth,
Wind and Fire
{ U OH I{:, OH MY, AI Green
10 THREE STEPS FROM TRUE
LOVE,
YeAectima
I0 N YOUR LOVE, Graham Oeatral Station
1

It's

chant

track. Compared with
their latest offering (see

who has no interest in the
music business at all,

v

Uf soul
1

Unwanted People.
got an infectious
aided hook than
lifts the band out of its
funk for - funk's - sake
shortcoming- Out of ten
tracks there are at least
Live strong cuts, Including
Do The Dirt and the title
And

made for dancing.

'on this LP that
Toussaint's solid es
perlence as a writer,
arranger and piano

player. Memories for the
likes of Ernie K. Doe and

with Let The Good Times
Roll back in 1956. Since

then she's done session
work for people like The

Rolling Stones, Doctor
John and Sonny Si Cher,
and now, after Shame
Shame Shame, she's a big
name once again In her
own right.
Shame Shame Shame
was written for her by
Sylvia (of Pillow Talk

fame) and It was
recorded very quickly.
"I went into the studio

and made two tapes of it.
They used the first one
and I knew right away it
was a hit."

Fooling
The

Shirley,

one, Disco
'was done even

new

quicker.

"We'd been

working In the studio on
other tracks and suddenly
they were all finished, so
we fooled around doing
this one as a Joke because
we'd nothing else to do.
"The record company
liked it and wanted to put
it out as a single so I said
'hey, let me come back
again and dolt properly,
But they said no, what
they'd got was fine. "
Does she mind?
"No, but I think I could
have done It better."
Does she think

hit?

It'll

by

William Bell (Tribute To
A King) and The Drifters
(Baby What I Mean).

Ray
Fox Cumming

Know Like I Know),
Eddie Floyd (Things Get
Better), Rufus Thomas
(Willy NWy), Don Covey
(You Put Me On The
Critical List), Joe Tex
(Papa Was Too), Carla
Thomas (B-A-B-Y)

Belgian promoter back
for his extra pound of
flesh and, by the look of

Redding (My Girl).

with."

after the new
single is out an albumwill
follow. That too was
made very fast. "All in
Soon

all, I shouldn't think I

spent more than an hour
on all the vocals put

But that's incredible.

Lee Dorsey took its place
along side Toussaint the
singer of his own songs.
There are good cuts a
plenty and all of them
marked by a heavy solid
best and arrangements
that take in a large band.

sound which underlines
just how much softer and
easy on the ear, soul /
ltd B has become in Just a
few years. Toussaint gets
it all working together in
a classic example of how
to do It right first time. If

music has

check It.

Like the

a

Meters, his
fresh urgent

and Swell Inspiration
(Why).

DETROIT SPINNERS'
releasing Games People
Play as a single next
week.

THE EXCITERS are in at
the end of the month,
Dates Include Civic Hall,
Wolverhampton / Barba

you haven't, already,

PH

igan

1

1

2

2

34

3

(August 29); Wigan

Casino (30); Incognito
Clubs, Stockton /Darling-

ton

Top

Twenty

Peterborough (6) and
Four Aces, Daletan (7).
They then head off to
Europe for a fortnight.

PETE WINGFIELD'S

Eighteen With A Bullet
now breaking into the US
seems
R&B charts
there's no stopping some

-

people.

SEPTEMBER releases

from Motown Include a

Cracking Up Over You
ESja, Rocking With Soul

e
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(September 4);
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new Eddie Kendrick's
album, The Hit Man, from
which a single, If Anyone
Can, will be taken and
released on September
12. Also due out, The Best

Of Michael. Jackson,
including favourites like
Got To Be There and Ben.
Motown have also de-

relld's, Birmingham cided

Those due out soon are
Sam & Dave (You Don't

be a

move slower than Shame
Shame Shame did to start

together. 't

resignation on Shirley's
facet as she picks up the
receiver, I don't think he
was disappointed. Disco
Shirley certainly lives up
to her name.

SOME GREAT release
news from Atlantic via
their vintage Black Soul
label. There are ten
singles planned at the
moment, the first three
out this week. For those
whose old black label
singles are amongst their
most treasured possessims, this de a chance to
lay in a new supply. This
week's Issue includes Otis

again and it's that

ALLEN TOUSSAINT

soul gossip

rite It though, it won't be

many interesting artists,
some of whom have now
been and gone, so It would
be as much about those
people as about me."
Now the phone rings

PH

(Reprise K44232)
Another Reprise

Just about me. I've
worked with a great

some promotion work In

crazy. We've been

memorable Lonesome

re release and same more
Second Line New Orleans
music from 1572. It was

"I'd like to do it some
came", she says. "but
right now there Isn't the
time to even begin_ If I do

"We've been doing

cut, at least, the

ALLEN TOUSSAINT:
Life, Love and Faith

about her life.

imminent release.

i

notable Leo Noneentelll

She's not even sensitive
about her age and readily

to put her memory to good
use and write a book

Shirley and set for

consequently (shucks)
funkier. Cabbage Alley Is
worth buying for one

fresh, spontaneous
sounding, and naturally.

and graphics", she says.
Shirley has been asked

Shirley

-

LP reviews) this set Is

"he's 'into engineering

The trip to Europe Is

Intended to promote

Belgium", she says.

no

admits with .pride to
having a grown - up son,

busy, I had to cancel
dates to come racer here at

England, including a Top
Of The Pops, but mainly
we've been doing appearances In discos in

have

yea, Warners do have a
legitimate excuse for re
releasing the Meters first
Reprise LI'. Back In 1972
they sounded earthier,
closer to the street and

Memories

It this

morning.

she says.

"the best thing for

but

moved,

THE METERS: Cabbage
Alley (Reprise K44242)
This Is getting too
frequent for comfort, but

to release a
compilation album called
DlscoTech, which will

include tracks by the
Supremes

the Temptations, Eddie Kendrick,
Gladys Knight and the

Commodores.
A

NEW arrangement

means that the next B. T.
Express label will be out
on EMI, and Is presently
being rush released so
it should be available any
time. A single from the
album, Give It What You
Got, Is to be released In
September.

Tommy Hunt
Hank Jacobs
The Bells
The Key Men Strings
The Fid,Is

GetOut

Tommy Hunt

Save Our Love
You've Come A Long Way Baby
No Right ToCry
The Champion

Don't Pretend
I Don't Liken Butt love You
I Can't Help Myself
Send Him Back
'

Exodus
Spider Man
I'm Coming Home In The Morning
So Sweet, So Satisfying
Zola
You Touched Me

The Soul Patrol
Flower Shoppe

Mantle Galore
Willie Mitchell

The Mira and Strings
Tommy Bush
Johnny Ross
The Pointer Sisters

Biddo Orchestra
WW Power
Lou Pride
Bobby Treetop
King Errison
Judy Ilarrla

NOT TIPS
Ester Philips (Import)
What A Difference A Day Makes
Johnny Johnson and the Bandwagon (Epic)
Music To My Heart

CHART COMPILED BY RUSS WINSTANLEY AND RICHARD
SEARLING
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Bop shoo wubbuddy
w dooby Boo wup, doe

Vc"
4:16

-

.

r

SPARROW: Oh Doctor (CBS 5627). What's the cure
when all your girl can say le "Bop thou wubbuddy
Booby dot, wup"? In best don- wop style the creamy
-singing guys In Sparrow ask the doctor (played by
Humphrey Bogart). and their '50s
type slowle
picks up where Mud leave off_ Greet.
RUSS REGENT AND
HIS RHYTHM - AIRES:
IIANZAI: Chlm:ee Rung
The Happy Organ (20th
Fu (Contempo >r15 '2089.
Century BTC 1004). Excruciatingly dull unAtmospheric subdued au- less you're out on the
ditorium FX intro and floor, the Disco Version
then Russ romps through flip is nothing Like an
the old Dave 'Baby"
direct as the plug side of
Cortez instrumental with
this disco stomping
a rapid clapping rhythm
Instrumental that's althat (although not aimed ready selling big as an
that way) will probably Import. Catchy Chinoibreak up North before serie melody and lotsa
sweeping the nation.
Hoe! Ha! Could even hit.

new spins
PEOPLES CHOICE: Do
It Any Way You Wanna:
The Big Hurt (Philadelphia Inn. PIR 350(I).
Another much Imported.
this buoyant disco thumper Is basically instrumental yet the flip is
surprisingly an authentic
Leon

Blues vocal.
Huff penned / prod.
slow

CALHOON: (Do You
Wanna) Dance, Dance.
Dance (Phil Spector Int.

2010007). Climbing

Stateside after a slow
start this Philly dance
dance dancer (tho' not
produced by Phil) could
get 'ern saying yes, yes,

ye.,
GLORIA SCOTT: Just As

Long As We're Together
(In My Life There 'WUI
Never Be Another)
(Chasbianrs CBX 512).
Complicated title, coppecially as the /lipoIde

instrumental version Is
just the bit that's in
brackets. Anyway, It's a
semi - slow lurching
ambiguous beater with a
mixture of Motown and
modern Influences, soulfully sold by Glo.

THE SUPREMES: He's
My Men (Manila Motown

James Hamilton's.

and
goes rhythm
plopper ain't 'the Three
Degrees but will please
their bank manager,

Flimsy jingle

- freebie!

DISCO '75 visitors will not only get the
chance to see Capital Radio In action but

also.be given free copies of Capital jingles
to use on their own shows.
The NADJ - run
Nattnal DJ Convention
and Exhibition. Disco '75
is to be held on September

Sth/Bth at London's

Bloomsbury Centre Hotel.
from which on the second
day. Tuesday, Capital's

lunchtime Cash

On

Delivery Show will be
broadcast live Radio

freaks (as most DJs must
surely be) will see how a
studio works when famous Dave Cash gets
behind the decks, aided
by glamorous gal producer Annie Challis and an
army of hard drinking
engineers. There may
even be an in - person
appearance by the sta-

tion's lofty record librarian (hullo). Seriously

though, throughout the
day there will be a steady
trickle of Capital's celestars like
brated DJs
Kenny Everett, Roger

-

Scott. Micky Horne,
Graham Dene, Peter

r

Young, Greg Edwards,
Tony Myatt. maybe even
Mike Aspel and Gerald
all behaving
Harper
themselves and shaking
hands with the vialtors.
Better even than this
though for most will be
the news that every DJ
visiting Disco '75 will be
given a free flimsy disc
containing a set of (capital
jingles. The flimsies will
be designed so that the

-

Jingles and linking

Capital DJ greetings can
be dubbed separately

onto tape and used as a
set of Individual stabs and
voice - avers to make
disco presentations sound
even more impressive.
How long before every
pub, club and disco DJ is
conning that they broadcast on 1047!

LP Spins,
GEORGE McCRAE: George
McCrae (Jay Boy JSL lo).
Latest elpee from George.
and every cut's a winner
thanks

KC

to

and

those

cookm' kids at TK. Extra
good are the incredible Take
This Love Of Mine (sounds
like a smash!) When I First
Saw You and the 6.25 -long
Baby Baby Sweet Baby,

Excellent disco album
throughout, and those are

rarel

KC AND THE SUNSHINE

BAND:

KC

And

The

Sunshine Band (Jay Boy JSL
2). Another consistent disco
goodie from Hialeah, Fiore
ida, wItil the outstanding
play It again and again and
again tree being the 5.00 plus versions of That's The
way (I Like It) and Get
Down Tonight.
THE FAT BACK RAND:

turn Yum (Polydor

2791t84). Funky stuff though
less consistent from the
Wlkkt Wakki guys. Best tits

are

Yum

Yum

(Gimme

Some) Boogie With Fatback
and (Hey)! Feel Real Good.
The sexier Feed Me Your

Love reveals a different
meaning foe "get down?"
yum sum
Cover chick's
too.

HAMILTON'S TOP TEN
1

2
3

ALL I HAVE TO DO IS DREAM - Nifty Gritty
Dirt Bend
UA
Polydor
BRAZIL - Ritchie Family
NOW IT'S PAUL MCCARYNEY, ETC
Clive Baldwtn

4
6
11

7
3

15

I CAN'T OI VE YOU ANYTHING
MISTY Ray Stevens
THAT'S THE WAY I LIKE IT

-

-

Mercury
Stylistics Avco

KC C Sunshine Rand
EL BIMBO Susan Maughan

-

WHO DYER THINK TER FOOLIN'

Mustier
HOW SWEET IT IA -James Taylor
NOBODY LOVES ME LIKE YOU DO
Jeanne Burton

BREAKERS
2

OH DOCTOR - Sparrow
TAKE THIS LOVE OF MINE - George

3

THE BEST OP M V LOVE -La Costa

1

050). Already
hailed by many as a
return to form, this comes

TMG

Janus

Jay Boy
Ember

ALM
Warbers
Seville
CBS

Weenie
Jay Buy
('ap Se

Straight
from
the,
States
THE KAY -GEES: Hustle
Wit Every Muscat (Gang
OR 1355). Theme from
America's Party TV
show, this choppy funker's UUe tells it all tho'
It's nothing like Van

-

McCoy's simpler Pop
sound. MY, get down!

MERRY CLAYTON:

Keep Your Eye On The

Sparrow (Ode 4x110). Far
removed from Gospel,
AMAZING BLONDEL:
Merry's walling over a
Be So Happy (DJM DJS
IÓ7). A revelation U you'd terrific thundering and
I.
skittering rhythm that's a
thought a name Uke that
joyful noise even so. Good
meant Folk, this smoothly
God!
churning US - styled UK
blue - eyed beater is truly
lovely and Joins Sparrow
YVONNE FAIR: Love
as my fave of the week.
Ain't No Toy; You Can't
THE MAIN IN- Judge A Book By Its
GREDIENT: The Good Cover (Motown MI354F ).
Old Days (RCA 2517);
Once James B rown's
Nice bounclly thudding
protege and now Norman
bass line but a bit low on
Whitfield's funkiest veoriginality. Still, It goes hicle, grittily growling
well with Dolly My Love.
M/s Fair spits, hollers
PHILLY DEVOTIONS: I and shouts It out over
Wail A Lonely Man (CBS filthy dirty bassy bottom
and chattering rhythms
3453). Fine falsetto and
)'
rapid rhythm on this full on both sides here. culled
SPARROW: best Boo-wop style
from her "The Bitch Is
fat, soft-and rather bland
Black"LP. Amen
creamy Philly cheese.
BOB SEGER: Katmandu
CHRISTOPHER PAUL
(Capitol CL 15831). Rock
AND SHAWN: For Your
n' Roll as Tom Jones
Ray "Rocks" Robinson (Leicester) opines that VAN MCCOY Fire (Ave.") should be the
might
.sing, It on a good Love (Casablanca NB
next single as the album cut ls really going places
good to see Jeff Bunting (Hull)
530). Ed Townsend's
day,
with
witty
lyrics
and
picking up on the greet JEANNE BURTON Nobody Loves Me like You Do
ancient warhorse sounds
basic big beat,
(Seville) .
. Capital Radio's Mike Allen Ups and nips the IMPRESSIONS Miracle Woman
strangely effective given
FRANKIE WINE Cool Water (CBS) a refreshing SHARK WILSON:
(WB) for soulful sophistical"
.
God
Is
this lushly swaying
THE
Summertime Oldie Pick from Steve Ingram (DJ Enteredae", Weybridge Surrey) .
Osmonds-type treatment
GOODIES Sick Man Blues (Bradleys) In such heav company as CLAYTON, ZEP, FLOYD & Standing By (Cactus CT
bury 08). Reggae slowle by a
WALSH for Peter Dunn (Coppercolna Country Club, Hsverfordweit, Pembs)
by some white but soulful
Maurice Dole IWymondham, Norfolk) runs fan clubs for Brenda Lee and (gulp!) Lena guy with a telling line lit
squeakers.
Zaverool, and also programmes Zorba's disco in Majorca where the locks have flipped for soulful asides.
John "Jay Jay"
BRENDA LEE Feel Free (MCA)- at least that's what they tell him! .
THE DELLS / THE
Sewers (Stevena(on, Ayrshire) writes weekly Platter Chatter for the Irvlue Herald a well as THE JELLY BEANS:
maybe we don't'chart 'em but see can start You Don't. Mean Me No
DJing yet gets no freebie" from Pye or EMI .
DRAMATICS: I'm In
how's the for the DJa' slogan!
Jay Jay Ups CHANTELLES Runaway (Black .Good; I'm Hip To You
'em!
Love (Cadet CA 5710).
RITCHIE FAMILY (Right OM RÓ 102). Clap
Magic), soother hit bound sound from a DJ -servicing small lodlt
Though It talla off, this
Brasil (Polydor) still big for Jon Taylor (Crocker', Norwich) with MIKE POST COALITION rhythm girls aimed up
Cool vocal interplay
up
BRENDA
LEE
You're
The
Rhino
(WB)
coming
JONES
The
Love
Of
Afternoon Of
slowle starts with a
please get North, with a lush 'n'
My life (UK) a breakout for Jason "Judge Jay" Mayes (Spsnkle., Glasgow)
dreamy
flipside slowle
strongly positive stateyour Charts and letters In by Wednesday, end mention your club 'or dlaco'ename If you want it
that's much nicer and
plugged .
ment that follows 10cc
kinda Shlrel les-Ish
well.

f

-

J

DJ hot line
.

-

.

,

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

KOOL & THE GANG: Kool&
The Gang's Greatest Hits

(Polydor 2710101). No need
to Ilst.them, they're all here
-from the original 1960 Kool
& The Gang to 1974's Higher
Plane and Rhyme Time
People.

Some seem over
energetic now maybe, but
the funk don't stop.

HUSTLER: Play Loud

(Firefly I A&M :%NLH
33001). Status Quo copiers
maybe, but they do it well
and Indeed

real

will do until

the

thing comes along
again. Even better than
their single, tittle People,
are Money Maker and

-

-

especially
the Down Down
raver of the set, the frantic
and exciting Who D'Yer
Think Yer Footle'. Yes, play

it loud?

NATIONAL DISCO TOP TWENTY
1

1

2

7
4

3

4
5

6
7

3

8

9

9 10
10
6
11
12 '13

-

HOT TIP

13
14

From the Bindle Stiff

15

mobile dtaco, Hut.

'bridge, near Southend,
Essex: "Groat Ides I

Just came

acmes

-

during aingalonge at

such as weddings, y tat
can have elides of the
words made up, so that
the people who don't

know the words tu things
like Run Rabbit Run or
Only Girl In The World
tin Jean in. It's nsosl
effective.' Nice one,

JRl

2
11
8

16
17
18
19
20

--5

16
14
15
19

Barbados

- Typically Troproal

I Can't Give You Anything-- Stylistics
It's In His Kiss - Linda Lewis

- Van McCoy & Soul City Symphony
Whistle - Gary Toms Empire
lJighwire Linda Carr & The Love Squad
Foot Stompin' Music = Hamilton Bohannon
Jive Talking - Bee Gees
It's Been So Long - George McCrae
Disco Stomp - Hamilton Bohannon
Dolly My Love - Moments
That's The Way - K.C. & The Sunshine Band
Give A Little Love - Bay City Rollers
Sexy - M.S.F.B.
Thumb A Ride - Soul Fox
El Bimbo - Bimbo Jet
All i Need is Your Sweet Lovin' - Gloria Gaynor
Crystal World - Crystal Grass
Hypertension - Calendar
Je T'aime - Judge Dread
The Hustle

7654321 Blow Your

Breakers
That's The Way I Like It K. C. & The Sunshine Band
Love Won't Let Me Walt Major Harris
Come and Get Yourself Some
Leon Haywood

--

-

Gull
Avco

Arista

Avco

Epic
Chelsea
Brunswick
RSO

Jayboy
Brunswick
All Platinum
Jayboy

Bell
Philly int
Black Music
EMI
MOM

Philips

PI Kappa

Cactus

Jayboy
Atlantic
20th Century
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Johnny Mathis Is
not the man
who considers
music to be the
he all and end all of
his life. Appoint
rents, both social
:arid Wellness, are,
once made, sacr-

osanct and

S

DISCOSCENE

he

certainly isn't pre-

Rea

pared, should one of
his records suddenly
make a surprise
appearance in the

seh

¡Disco Insurance

AAItVAK LIGHTING

dim-

CO M PR E H E N e I V E.
COVER for all your disco
equipment and records
whether on the road, ata
gig or in your unattended

Joule, 122; 4J, L28; 15.1,

association with Lloyds of
London.
Tel. Jayne,

sound effects. Amazing
prices. Sound - to - lights,
3-than, 1.5 kw, [18; 3 kw,

charts, to drop

everything and do a
a hole day of Inter-

Sequencers,

125;

mers, Hawaii - 5 sirens, UV lights, strobes,

views.

The people

Disco Equipment

at

1

t45. Mall order welcome.

Johnny's record
company have

-

Bumper catalogue.
Write now: 98a. (R) West

learnt by now to
grab their man when
they can and get all
necessary promotion work done good
and early.

DRY ICE machines for an
undulating carpet of fog
at your disco. Continuous
demonstrations.
At the

Squire's Disco

Roger
Centre, London. Now
available only 165.

Any entertainer who's

been around as long as
Johnny has known nil the

RADIO AUDITION

tapes. Special rate for
DJs, only EB per hour.

-

Further Information:
Tel. Jayne, Roger

Squire's (DJ Studios), 017228í1L

half engrossed in watching the British Open Golf
Championship on telly

Roth

armed with a
number three iron,
and,

occasionally got out of his
seat for a couple of
practice swings himself.
It was not only I and the
golf commentator com-

-

life
leisurely

Sand-

Living:.

consciousness

while every few
minutes a barman, armed with

silver salver,
would arrive at
a

his shoulder bearing liquid refreshment. Then there

were occasional
questions from his
manager and promotions people to
be answered.
Amid this multi -

remained cool as

a

cucumber. He missed not
a single
un the

shot being shown

telly, caught every

first time and
languidly dealt with
question

every enquiry.

'there

was

a

time

several years ago when
Mr Mathis was notorious
for going into hiding for
days on end when the
pressures of his career
got ton much for him, but
now he no longer needs to
do that. He has the art of
relaxation mastered and
any problem that might
threaten to disrupt his
day is shrugged off with
htflnite charm and Its

very existence denied
with unanswerable logic.

Spaced
"1

travel

at

a

very

leisurely pace these

e

Olympic potential and his
farm with Its herds of
prime cattle.
much use as

a

farmer though. I didn't
like having my cattle
slaughtered ao stoat of

LES featuring your own
name, puts 'real sparkle
Into your show. Wide
range available. Top
studio quality, low cost!
Tel. Jayne, Roger
Squire's (DJ Studios), 01-

-

722 8111.

...

he professes.

With all his years of
experience Johnny still
Claims that he never

4(748

It` `5,-.

f

knows when on of his
records Ls going to be a hit
and he never has any say
In the choice of his
singles. "As I see it," he
says, "the music business
la like the stock market_

need to employ
people who think they
know where to put things
for the best I haven't a
clue." It's hard to believe
You

still feel green
that side of things, but
he can

on
as

ushers me out, the
mile is disarmingly
innocent.
he

C.

t7a5o

Anrr w..n..ml
Saturday

dNr^
N. a.a+areg.s,cal

(~quite Studios ,
DJ IMPROVEMENT COURSEStADIO COURSES
JINGLES SERVICERA DIO AUDITION TAPES
55 Charlbart SQ London,NW861N. Te1.01 M3811í.

1

WHAT THE DJs ARE SAYING ABOUT
THE FIRST EVER

DISC JOCKEYIronYEAR BOOK
'Packed
mlormol.on
to
A real
with
cover
cover
number one smash hill'
Rob Lally
Midnight Express Disco. Hay on Wye, Hereford
Jell Bunting. Hull
'Worth a pound a page at toast'

- 01-

-

PHIL'S DISCO.
Great
Sounds. Ruislip 72000.

HAVE YOU GOT YOUR COPY YET ?
packed with Information on Record
and
USA),,
Equipment
(UK
Agencies, Studios,
NADJ,
Manufacturers.
Hospital Radio, Radio Stations. etc etc., étc,
Send cheque or PO for 07.00 to:
100 pages.

DISCOTHEQUES, ANYTIME / anywhere.
01-

-

Companies

SUN MACHINE Road
Show, music / lights for
nIL
Dave_ Crawley

-

DeeJay Year Book IBM)
PO Box 23

-

Hitchin, Herts SG4 9JT

COMING

FOR SALE
4 s FaI sp.ek« 04.. Folds./

l.ne.r 1mw oapld,ei
ppo.w.

f300

Tekpoon,r
Northwood 24675
IM

ALL

L.000

RAM
PER

SOUND TO UTE UNITS
Far

SUMMER DISCO BARGAINS

Donas. ore Deco

use

~as

la d. peina:
.. - - n650
7 Crs,eO..ds,
en
.@50

7Clrreal

....tí50
Jungle Medre..
arm
Chen.4/15

TUTOR II PROJECTORS

ehele

lens+.. Ills .11» OM

HUNDREDS OF OTHER DISCO BARGAINS /N STOCK
MAIL ORDER Es DELIVERY SERVICE
full price lists on request. 72 page colour catalogue send 60p.
dew TELEPHONE
{ ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRE
ORDERS WITH
50 yds Tuf nell Park Tube Station
ACCESS
BARCLAY
176 Junction Road London N.19
CARD
CARO
TEL 01-272 7474 Closed Mondays
EASY TERMS

:, ski

Il

1

NOTICE

J angle Single No.

,!I

DISCOTHEQUE

PMILLT SOUND
BEAST

ata

,

ELY
Ranked Rood
j52 Rallad
Teky4.av . 01 534 4064 I
I

LONDON NR5

-

Tal 01.287

DISCO UNITS from £77.50
LIGHTSHOW PROJECTORS

from £18

4 now available throughout the
country from any record shops catering for DJ's. J54
consists of.
BIG'N FROM WIGAN
RECORD MIRROR NO. 1

--

JOKES TO MARE YOU CHOKE

EQUIPMENT

MUSHROOM DISCO -CENTRE
183 1(NTISN TOWS ROAD

THE NEW SENSATION "ROPELIGHTS'-ONLY £23

NOW ONLY £29

Send SAE Ira LAI

PtimpeaM rrck.ge..n
Mae COMM. »Am G.s LL

only CI23
only £183
only £49

SOLAR 250 PROJECTORS only C49
EFFECT WHEELS
from only C3

PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
M400 JINGLE MACHINES

Feetunna the kneel eM'epmec
Uos,e,tv 1* 5.5,551

6

DISCO DEX MK III
DISCO DEX (PRO)

ONLY £135

MOBILE DISCO
deck

Rogar Jquiie's
"DISCOTRONIC STEREO"
complete disco system

7

IS

-

years",

75

(771

rt

~mules -

Casan
111.0/ 391eVi1 Da

SCOOP PURCHASE

T5

by Ray
Fox -Cumming

red an athlete of

"I'm not

.. .

-

.

Itep e.nrl.M+SMree,

MIDLANDS DISCO. Satisfaction guaranteed.
an -770 7510.
DJ DISCO. -4549812
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE

0m2091.

epee lte.e.aledr.w.l

m

R e0

RSm
.
04T1
IA. ;40.. to
S,a.+se.Ice a x 0. Cappw 1arae Mete., Mrd. Op,.k,n.das
Men P.m Stem... ele J,.Mar.rld.pm.lModaM1tpe.den
tn.yw t4apset um mat tem. Callerl or Iwo Trade mkt.. memos.
Slowpan Ip1CIMwmDrMe,S,pb.dn Sum.

Brighton

888 9755.

,

r

t67

tr'

22274.
DAVE. JA LASE.. N. -01-699

OISCOTHEQtJES.

E.0 m

.

IJrºe well mum spndpna.rd Ilene .
die'a r.dr.

DIAMOND DISCOS, weddings, parties, social

-

D47 5e

.r,. ty.5o

.

TAILOR-MADE JING-

Wink I made quite a
reasonable Job of this one'
or 'I think the vocal was
the sort of thing they
wanted on that one.'
"1 go", he says 'for
consistency, so that each
them have grown old and new album or each new
died on the hoof."
show measures up well
As tar as the, inualcal against what has gone
side of his life Is before. " He is not known
concerned, Mathis Is as a pioneer launching
modest about his achieve. new songs. Most of the
mehts, which are remark- numbers he handles have
able. In America he has long, impressive histories
had around 65 hit albums behind them before he
and wlh his Greatest Hits gets around to doing them
running and "I sing them mainly
LP the longest
chart success the States out of respect. "
have ever known. Then
Although he scarecely
too there are all the
countless world wide hit looks a day over 30, he
readily
admits that his
singles
But he never
talks In terms of 'the best next birthday will be his
fortieth
and
doesn't care a
did'
or
'that
thing E ever
was a great record', Jot "Between 40 and 50
are
a
singer's
best
terms
like
'I
preferring

days", he says lazily. "If
I have commitments I
always show up for them
when I'm supposed to, but
I make sure that they are
well enough spaced out
not lo trouble me.
'Music is not my whole
life. I have a lot of outside
intersts," These include
most sports, Mathis In his
Youth having been ransld-

7 metre leste

.

JON KAY Roadehow.
Leicester 707728.

DJ Angles

ta.rclww

i.
D, lp preen lps
Mu. pnyra.nrm 4 way ...neon

Insurance, 01-7228111.

30734.

that's Johnny

layered hum of
voices, Mr Mathis

DJ Courses

RADIO DJ courses held
weekly at our St. John's
Wood studio. Don't miss
your chance with commercial radio.
TeL
Jayne, Roger Squire's
(DJ Studios), 01-722 8111.

peting for his

pipers, warbling
their way into his

Dry

-

DJ -Studios

ress, he was more than

were The

In

4010.

-

likely questions
and
answers
off pat, so
Invervlews tend to be a bit
of a Chore, but Johnny
manages to pass the time
agreeably by having a
whole lot of other things
going on as well.
While this particular
interview was in prog-

attention. In the
background there

-

-

events.

~et..

4i,CM

Wm Tutp 2.le/nee d 1,51
ldmol
Ea dan Turyr.
Tusa enee..,enn

Roger Squire's Disco

Mobile Disco's

LJGHTJMG SALES
el home. pMsd dwco
...aMk.. and apecMl chem.

1"r URe wndn

Green Road, N15 SNS, or
phone 01-8008656.

Interviews

-

vehicle. Arranged

íÁ -

It you

-

TIME CHECK TIME

WEST COAST U.S.A.

Of A RE-RELEASE

-

SUMMERTIME SONG

find ddhculty in obtaining Jingle Singles Iron

your local shop please ask the manager to phone
through your order to us at

Roche (072-6891507
or telephone your grder

sit]

through direct. Our address or

Roche Studios, ,
Tremodrett, SL Austell, Cornwall
PL268LW
1

Lí.50 per copy inc. Hawg completed our mows
we ate now able to accept

for personalsed Jingles

a

4mnlod number of orders

L
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GETTING A GOOD
RECEPTION

Ai111

f

OH AREN'T we a hostile lot. You defend

TOTP; slag off Peter Doyle;
syfnpathlae with Mod and many other
joyous things. And all you do to get your
letters printed Is to write to Mailman,
Record Mirror, Spotlight House, I Benwell
Road, London N7 7AX.
SAHIB on

Chart Mess

Anti -Doyle
IN ANSWER to Margaret
Htighan's letter In the
August 2 Issue. It Oughts
Sell A Million did not do so
well because Peter Doyle
Is on It, It got there
because It is a good,

THEY WANT A NEW
RECEPTIONIST BUT I
HAVEN'T GOT THE
CONFIDENCE TO APPLY.
MY SKIN IS SO DULL
AND LIFELESS.

WHATEVER HAP.

highly commercial .sang
which has been well

produced and has

a

brilliant singer making a
fantastic Job of it,
Jane Yates, 2 Llddle

-

NEIL SEDAKA

Close, Carlisle.

Huh, huh. D'ye

reckon" Tell 'em Sorrel

My, My, My

Anti -Paul

THE REASON Lyn
Paul's record did so well
is

because It was used for

the Coca Cola TV
commercial, and not

IMO

PROBLEM. USE ANNE FRENCH DEEP

CLEANSING MILI(, ANNE FRENCH REMOVES
EVERY TRACE CF GRIME AND STALE MAKE UP
LAMES YOUR SKIN FRESH AND HEALTHY

because Peter Doyle was
featured on It.
Sorrel Cavendish, 3 Little
Lane, Lough, Lines.
There was quite a
profusion (a lot) of letter°

about Miss Hughes's

a

comnienta a couple of
weeks back. And then
there was the 'I know
Peter Doyle' fraternity.

Foreign Exchange

_

BIG slily billy claimed
Peter Doyle Is emigrating
A

Australia. Well what.a
coincidence, 'cos we saw
Peter three days ago and
he said he's staying here
for good.
Janice Dawson, 50 Northwood Road, Prentm.
PETER DOYLE is not
emigrating to Australia
because I have asked him
myself and he assured me
he had no Such thing m
his mind.
Gina, 2 Bedford Avenue,
to

AND DEEP CLEANSED.

\\LOOK AT THAT, ÓRDINARY
50AP AND 1VATERJUST

AREN'T ENOUGH

PENED to Neil Sedate'at
single, The Immigrant? It
was a hit In the States,
received substantial Radio One air - play here,
but the record buyers
didn't want to know,
which Is sad because at a
time when so many people
are re promoting oldies,
le Chi-Iltes and Bryan
Hyland, or making new
versions of old hits} le
Adrian Baker and the
Rollers, Sedaka Is Into
contemporary music both
as singer and composer.
It's a sobering thought
when current trends seem
to indicate that Nell would
sell more records by
promoting Oh Carol

TO ANONYMOUS of Kent
(August 2): I had to sit

through seemingly endless trash to catch Delilah
by Alex Harvey on TOTP,
and it was worth It.
Nell McDonald, 80 Ealing
Park Gardens, Landon^ second time around.
Mel Kirtley, Nell Sedaka
We.
Fan Club, 3 Hawkealey
THE ALEX Harvey Band Road, Sunderland.
Blame the record
are the best band in the
world, and Alex's version companies. It takes
of Delilah Is the best imagined= foresight and
record to reach the charts a gamble to break new
in

WHEN YOU print colour
posters of the ladies of
pop, please picture them
in long flowing gowns

with their bare feet
peeping out at the end.
Patsy.
Get out of It will youl

way out.

WENT raving bonkers
when I read the letter
from Anonymous of Kent
about Alex Harvey's
appearance an TOTP. r
did not see him In a state,
he wasn't drugged to the
I

-Grow Up

eyeballs and those

'things' were Chris, Glen
and Zal.
Anita Marley, 73 St Ives
Place, Murton.

Drugs oe Top Of The
Pops? No such thing.

Dopey

Birkenhead.

Pop Peepers

songs. Meanwhile. the
charts reflect the easy

years.

Short haired SAHB freak,
Newbrldge, Ireland,

WHAT THE hell's thlé
new David Cassidy. He
looked stoned up to the
eyeballs on TOTP.

*Oh therm It. Stoned
up to the eyeballs on
TOTP
taken In large
doses, the best tranquil leer armed.

-

a

-

I AM writing In support of
Andrea George's letter
about Mickle Most and his
company Rak Records.
What the hell do they
think they are doing?
Theywere glad of Mud to
the beginning, but now It
seems they are trying to
destroy them. They are
grown men who are
acting like three - year
olds.
A Loyal Mud Fan, Landon
Wi.
illRak's release of old
Mud records after the
band's departure from
the label highlights the
business attitude which
seeks to make money but
@lowly, and surely takes
less and lees Interest In
the artistic side of things.
But what can you dot

THAT
SMASHING
LOOK AT

McCartless

NEW BIRO IN
RECEPTION

IN

A recent edition of RM
I was over the mom to see

--yap

my hero Paul McCartney
and Wings topped three of
the four charts. But did
we get a colour poster?
An article? No we got a
massive photo seven - and
a - half centimetres
three centimetres an the
fret page. Too much.
Judy, Suffolk.
Your problems are
our problems. Interviews
with Mr McCartney are

eery dltacult to arrange,
as are new and usable

colour shale of him and
the band. So Heather tell
Dad we'd like lo have a
word with him.

4

ANNE

10cc Club?

FRENCH,a..

DO 10cc have a fan club
and if so what V the

DEEP CLEANSING MILK

T Brown. Poole, Dorset
elbow sue as. Tha

for a ovely complexion

address?

ALOE HARVEY

address Is: large,
Wirwriskm, 11 Yew Tres
lead, Charmed, llesrq.
Anything ems yea ewe le

.
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DIFF'JC11.T to believe, maybe, but It's a
stone Soul fact that Gladys Knight and the
Pipet have already celebrated 21 years in the

by

music business.
Of course, the delightful lady started out
very' young, Sins Was already toruing the
South with the Morris Brown Choir when
she was just five years of age and starting
the Pips while still barely into her teens.
It's very much a family

affair, Gladys' ethereal
lead vocals being supported by the delightful

harmonies Of her brother
Herald (better known as
Bubba) and her two
cousins, William Guest
and Edward Patten, the

latter having replaced
William's sister Elenor
after the group's first two

years.
So why were they called
the Pips?: "Oh, that
comes from another of my

James Wood,
who was our manager at
the beginning. His nickname w as Pip so we
called Ourselves the
cousins,

Pips," explained the
sultry Gladys.

Nowadays it's the

astute Sidney Seidenberg
who guides their fortunes. Just as he lifted B.

King from being a
purely esoteric blues'
player and made him a

B

rock hero. so he has
helped Gladys and her
boys break out of the hard
graft and low pay Of the

'cornbread and ehitlln' "
circuit and Into the
lucrative cabaret, TV and
Concert scene. Incredibly, each act has been
able to do It without losing
touch with its roots.

Far cry

l

Kevin
Allen

Spreading

the gospel
of Soul
"We've tried to reach
over to a wider, more
international audience
without falling into the
trap of programming a
welter of show - business
standards," said Gladys,
"Soul Is our thing, it

Robinson, a black street
hustler who ran the Fire
and Fury labels from out
back of his Uny record
store, Just down the street
from the Apollo.

always Mil be

Robinson gave the
group a run of hits but
they didn't see too much
profit from them and
when Gladys became
pregnant she quit the
group for a year -to

"

It was when Gladys was
12 that the group took the
plunge Into professional
singing after a national
tour with Jackie Wilson
and the late Sam Cooke
had won them a lot df

".-

r

Gladys on the Pips: 'They've ell got greet voices.
the company.

Of the Motown years,
Gladys recalls: "Oh, sure
we had some good times
and not a few hits, but we
always got the Impression
that we were regarded as

outsiders, that the interests of the Supremes and
the resit of the original

Quitting

always has been and

Motown artists would
always be put first."

Thus, though their

version of I Heard It
Through The Grapevine
was a two - mlltttirt seller,
It was Marvin Gaye's
at the - song,
concentrate on her fami- attempt
some months
ly, while the boys held released
later, which got the big
themselves together by promotion treatmenrand,
working as a back up In terms of International
group for varloris other success, totally .eclipsed
artists on recording the tine effort, of Gladys
sessions.
and her lads
When Gladys returned
"In fairness though
to the act they were
booked to appear on a ours wasn't the original.
Tamil _Motown package That was by Smokey
tour and this led to a Robinson and the Mirrecording contract with acles but It never came

It's true that Gladys' friends.
In 1081, a young white
sophisticated style of The
Way We Were Is a far cry 'dude named Marshall
from the highly gospel - Sehorn, later to win
spiced rendition of With renown as partner of
Every Beat Of My Heart Allen Toussaint, signed
which gave her a first big the group
rill way back in 1961, but.
At that time, Sehorn
both records have her was working, as a
own unmistakeable trade- Southern sales rep and
marks etched on them.
talent scout for Bobby

¡

)

of

LOTS

o

t

h

"

out as a single they Just
used It as an album

Four Tops' lead and opted

Too often though,
Gladys and the Pips were
given material which
other Motown acts were
about to or had already
recorded, notably I Wish

"They'd moved out to
the West Coast by then
and the old Detroit spirit
which had made the

track."

It Would Rain, which

became a big hit for the

Temptations.

"They also kept,swltch-

Ing us from one
production team to

another. We got hits with
Norman Whitfield but

they

wanted him

to

concentrate on the Temps
and the Undisputed

Truth.

"We also worked well
with Johnny Bristol and
Clay McMurray. But If
somebody else needed
their services then we Just
had to wall."
Net result was that
when contract time came
up the group followed the

to leave the company.

Freedom

company

exciting

so

chance to

soundtrack

record the
album for

Claudine with Curtis

seemed to have vanlsed.
So when Buddah offered
us a really good deal

Sidney Seidenberg advised us to take it, "
And It certainly has
worked for them. The
songs are far more
sophisticated now, often
country (by Jim Weaths

érley) given Gladys'
unique Soul treatment
Midnight. Train To

Georgia, Neither One Of
Us (Wants To Be The One
To Say Goodbye) and The
Way We Were have all

for the
'We've got more

earned gold
group.

freedom at Buddah. For
example, we got the

Mayfield, who wrote the
songs and produced them
for us, and we've also
been able to give the guys
the chance to sing lead,
;'On our Imaginatim

albums Bubba, William
and Edward had me song
each and that's something. Motown wouldn't
have let us do."

Though she's the

undoubted star of the
show
and is currently

-

challenging extremely

hard for Aretha Franklin's Utle as the Queen of

Soul

-

Gladys Is

adamant that the group is
very much a four - piece
affair and that the boys'
role extends well beyond
the normal duties of a
back -upoutht,

"They've all got great

voices and

are as

equipped as I am to sing
lead." she said

COLOfLI INfO'
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1
Copies still available of these fabulous souvenirs packed with p'a and info
big colour shots
true value and yours by return. Available now ..
Humble Pie, Gary Glitter, Mud, Bay City Rollers, Status Quo, Mott the
Hoople, 10cc, Rod Stewart and The Faces, Glitter Band, Sweet and many
others. One prog: 40p + 15p (p.p.); 2 progs: 75p + 15p (p.p.); 3 progs:
£1.10p + 20p (p.p.); 4 progs: £1.50 (postage free)
full refund if not
one hundred per cent satisfied. Allow 10 days for delivery.
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Send cheque or Postal Order payable to Theatregraphics (Dept. 16.8.RM).
13, Oxford Circus Avenue, 231 Oxford Street, London W1.
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Please rush'me programme (s) as shown below

Bay City Rollers '75

¢

001c/

1

1

Mud '75

Rubettes
10 CC

(Indicaje No. req'd. in squares)

I

Status Quo
Lou Reed

I
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Glitter Band

2 d

11113

e

Gary Glitter

2,

Saturday Scene

3

É
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1
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enclose my cheque/PO for £

Name

Address

-

P1ol

Ralph McTell

Cockney Rebel
Rod StewaA

Hawkwnd

Neil Sedaka
KThe Faces
p. (to include post and packing)
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A new act appears on Top Of The Pops for the first time, It
often seems as though they have sprung up overnight. One minute
nobody has heard of them, the next they are famous, In fact,
overnight successes are rare, Generally years of hard work
precede It.
It's the first lesson for would-be superstars to learn. It's all very
well to have your sights set on that magic moment when your first
sing reaches the charts, but you have to be prepared to work
for It
practising, developing your act, scrimping and saving for
equipment, travelling around doing dozens of poorly - paid gigs:

WHEN

i
A

-

I shall be talking to
successful pop stars

were still unknown.
Hopefully, It will give

some Idea of what makes
one act successful out of
hundreds of hopefuls, and
some hints for anybody
with ambitions to be a
performer on how to set
about It.

Rivals
formed-

was Mud

Well It was around
isla -se, but really you
have to go back a bit
because originally there

were

two groups

In
we

Mitcham, where
lived" One was Remainder, one was the

f
LT

with

This week Ray Stiles'of
Mud

When

it

oing

about the time when they

a.
31,

Mourners. Dave Mount

and I were in Remainder,
Les Gray was In the
Mourners, and Rob Davis
was In both. When Rob

-"

eventually left us to play
Just for the Mourners they

1

in the pop magazines, you
know, go for auditions
and so on They went In

for a national beat contest
and actually won It In
1967. They got Involved
with an agent through
answering an advert, and
he got them bookings in
the Midlands. We were

really Jealous. They even
had a manager. It was all

much more professional
than us. Like they all
used to wear white suits

and

have

matching

Selmer gear and things
like that. They could
afford to go Into hire

purchase, which

we

couldn't

L
1.!1.

"

htngdrums

iansmanmarc

ellputtogether

.3!

-"

When did you and Dave

Join them?

"Al different times,
Remainder eventually

packed up because we

weren't getting any.

where, and I was all set to
sell my gear and
concentrate on my day-

t

.

A

di

Stiles
changed their name to
Mud. We were like the
two rival groups. We
thought we were better
than them, but there were
more successful
Why was that?
"They were very ambitious, I suppose. They
used to answer all the ads

w

till 1968 though.
Up till then we were semipro, trying to fit playing
In the band in with our

time lob when they asked
me to Join. At the Ume
Les's brother was on
drums so Dave went off
and played In various
soul bands. Their when
we finally went profes-

wasn_t

decided to drop out and
Dave took his place. That

month In Sweden. We had
been doing a lot of work

-

daytime Jobs "
What decided you to go
professional?
"We got offered a

sional, Les's brother

atí .71 i
coiat_rre....
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beautifulespertence

Rose -Morris has got.a lot to show You!

We at Rose -Morris are

proud of our leading position

in the music industry.We're the tops because were

constantly improving our product range and service.

Because we handle the biggest range of thé world's
greatest names in musical instruments. And we back
every sale up with a comprehensive spares and accessory

service. Come up and see us sometime at your local dealer.
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izuarantee you will
want to go electric,
to feel the power of a
stack of speakers
pumping our your
dazzling solo.
On the other hand,
of course, you may

have your

not quite

solos together yet,
and you don't actual Iv play in a group at

the moment, and
anyway you've only
got three quid in the
bank.

that's the case,
you'll have to settle
for something a bit
If

more modest.

"fix -on" pick-ups

on the

market, some of them for
not much more than three

all ready

quid,

to

transform your battered
old steel string acoustic
into a Strat or a Les Paul.
Well maybe not quite.

pick-ups, like

With

everything else, you get
what you pay for, and in
terms of responsiveness,

anything because we
were tied up with
someone else. It was a

work, nothing. We were

getting about two quid a
week, and all living with

-"

"Well, we did get
ocrastmal things: cabaret and so on

But the

songs. I4 was all down to

copying other people's
shift, and though we
couldn't read music we
got very good at that We
used to listen to the

agency really had its
hands full with successful
bands like Marmalade
and the Tremeioes and
Love Affair. They we.

records and just learn our
own parts from it. That
was where Les got so good
at imitating other singers. He can do Elvis,

ested in

Lewis, everything. It's
good training because
you develop a very good

rent really that interus."
Ilow good do you think
the band was musically at

that period?
"It's bard to say. We had
always practised a lot,
right from the beginning.
Three nights a week in a
hired ha1L Lea was the
only one with a musical
background: he'd played
trumpet in a trad Jazz
band. At the time it was
almoat unheard of for
bands to write their own

playing

up the next day. At the
time we couldn't do

there was no

get you work?

be

nlght'when we were
playing at a place called
the Revolution, and rang

sweets and
oranges. Then when we

(b ddn't your agency

Adam Faith, Jerry Lee

Recently

ear.

we've

become more interested
in the theory side of it.

Rob has been doing
classical guitar lessons
(or four years now and I
would like to learn to read
music so that I can do

some sessions, "
How did you finally get
a deal with !Stickle Most?
"He happened to see us

designed and with very
dear sound. They are the

cheap, though.

Automatic Three, Automatic Six and Automate
10, the figure's referring to

The

Champ would cost you
around (80.

the power output. Prices
are around t35, t40 and
[80 respectively
The list could be longer

Portable

and Is only intended to
give an idea of the kind of
price range involved and
the variety of models
available.
However, If you want to
jump into the deep end
straight away there is the
Rate- Morris catalogue of

Another excellent small
amp la the Pignose. It Is
not much bigger than a
book, so It about as
portable as you can get,
but Is very sturdily built
and again surprisingly
loud for Its three watt

output,' The Pignose is
distributed In America by
Martin, the guitar firm,
but unfortunately it is not
yet readily available in
country. However,
CBS Arbiter, who run the
Fender Soundhouses, say
they know a bloke who
brings a few In, and they
do have a few In their
shops. For around £40 the
Pignose 13 worth searching out.
There are a number of
more generally available

j10..-Marrr.
rso

models worth Investigating. Boosey and
Hawkes distribute the
Hawk range which

includes the 9880 and
The 9880 costs
around £28 without VAT
and has a five watt
output, and the 9885, a 15
watt amp, costs £41.70,
9885.

again without VAT.
Carisbro, who have a
strong reputation, make
the 10 watt Wasp amp at
£42, and the 25 wall
Hornet for around £80.

long time after that we
finally joined him. It was
Christmas time and we
were really ata low ebb.
We'd just smashed the
van up and came to the
brink of packing it all in.
Then one night Nicky
Chinn and Mike Oiapman, who had already
written hits for Sweet,
turned up at a gig and
said, you know, we can
write hits for you. Mick le
had sent them.

Hohner and Selmer both

make reliable amps.
Hohner's Marlbro range

Necessity

ignore :males, though they
are the basis for all solo
work. They are -simply
the sequence of notes in
any given keys, and if you
can bring youself to
practise them for even a
few minute. a day you
will find they are not as
boring as people make
out.
In the fired place they

will teach

you the

quickest way round the
fingerboard. and it won't

There was a TV
documentary a while

G

back that suggested Mud
didn't get a very good

deal, financially, from
Rak Records, Is that
right?
"Well, I don't really want
to go into that, except to
say that all groups have
to make the same decision

when they get to the point
of getting a recording
contract You need the
contract for your'career,
so Is it better to have, say,
10 per cent of something
or all of nothing? We're
certainly not bitter."

take you lung to build up
an Impressive turn of
speed.
In the second place they
will develop your ear for
melodies, since many
tunes In a particular key
use only the notes for that
particular scale.
In the third place, once
you can play scales, you
Can play solos of a sort.
They won't be very
interesting solos if you
stick strictly to the scale
notes. even it you swop
their order around, but at,

3

1

3

1

2
2

PEARL
mAHwin
- PROFESSIONAL QUALITY AT
PRICES

Í'KUIIl f
HENRI SELMER a COMPANY LTD WOOL PACK

d

(Suggested Retail !hoe* lncluany VAT)

SPECIALISTS

LANE BRAINTREE. ESSEX CM? 688. rELEPNONE=0376

4
4
4
4

Artist reverb

wan

21911

50

combo which retails at
[198 (es VAT). This has
amp and cabinet complete. It, though, your
needs do not include a

cabinet, the cheapest
Marshall amp on nu own
is the 50 wan Artist

includes the 15.9S-for just
over t30.
Novanex have recently
put on the market a range

(ill

amps, and Selmer's

of Dutch

made
amplifiers, attractively

least they will lit over
whatever your mate Is
hashing out on rhythm

guitar.

For instance, have him

Reverb Amp al [128 (ex
VAT). The cabinet Rose
Morris recommend to go
with that Is the 2ft a 121n
Artist On Watt cabinet
(ex VAT). So weigh It all
up and take your pick.

fingerboard. Thus, for A
sharp start at the fourth_
freton the button string
Instead of the third, and
so on. For A, start at the
fifth fret, for C, at the
eighth. If you are using a
plectrum play alternate
up and down strokes. The

numbers show which

finger of the left hand to
use.

simple chord
sequence like G EmCD7,
play

a

and you play about with a
G scale. Then, when you

are

familiar with the

scale, you can start
departing bourn, chuckIng In odd extra notes,
and that's when you will
start to produce some
interesting sounds.

Ideas

6UITMISTS!
Ask your local
Mu5,c Store for

these famous

Guitar!.

PALMAS'

The great blues guitarist B. B. King bas this to
say about scales:
never seems to fall that I
won't discover something
else while I'm running the
scales that leads me to
some new Idea or new

roa,wkves

Cussc model,

'It

discovery.

Stales

are

supposed to lead you into
the music. Listen to
scales for whatever they

mum
taw Western

Cuwenmeb

ZEN1Rh^
,hMs

Etecoe

might want to tell you. '1
At any rate, here Is a

basic major scale in O.
All you have to do to
change key Is to move the
whole thing up the

fork V,astern

Eacoe Chan!

Miner
-:w

error
IF eft('

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD MUSIC SHOPS 8 DRUM

Scale

Es -

includes the GA2 and
GA , small, low - priced

Get into scales
FOR SOME reason,
guitar tutors generally

Marshall amps.

pensive, OK, but you get
what you pay for, like the

106L',11,

this

FANTASTIC NEW DRUM OUTFITS FROM

SEMI -PRO

le del

one

sr

on

Practise

loudest. The Vox AC30,
for instance, which has
been !credibly popular
With professional groups
for many years, has only
a 30 watts rating, but it
produces more noise, and
with less distortion, than
some 50 watt or even 100

you can expect, whether
you buy a pick-up for a
steel string or a contact
mike for a nylon - strung
quitar, it quite simply a
device for making more
noise.
The only problem now
is to find something to

"Terrible, at first! The
money we got in Sweden
was awfuL
We were

ourparents

that biggest Isn't necessarily best or even

around the house anyway, so what you need Is a
good quality small amp at
a reasonable price.
One of the best small
amps Is the Fender
Champ, which has been
on the market for six or
seven years now. For an
output of eight watts It
produces a surprising
volume of sound, and It

-

got back

afford, but remember

versatility, tone, freedom

before: we'd been on the
radio, we'd even had -a
record out through a deal
via our manager, but it
a as
big decision
"
How did It work out:'

living

you can

will only

t

work by guitarists as
famous at Eric Clapton.
Fender 'amps are not

watt amps.Probably you

from hum and so on, you
shouldn't expect miracles
from cheap models. What

M

has been used for studio

Fortunately you don't plug jhc thing into.
iF YOU are a young
guitarist just getting even have to buy an Buying an amplifier is a
electric
guitar to go tricky business. There Is
know
your
Into
Nowadays there
a temptation to go after
strument, then soo- electric.
are literally dozens of the biggest amp

later i

DI
"

Si

Get plugged in
ner or

%V1arskr2i
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THE APPEARANCE of Roger Whittaker In the charts after two
years, must have taken a lot of people by surprise not to mention
Mr R. Webster from Solihull.
For Roger's current chart hit, The Last Farewell, was written by
Mr Webster, well, the lyrics at least, some five years ago In
response to a call from the show Roger had then on Radio Two.
Roger received over 100,000 songs from the appeal, the beit of
which he set to music and released on his New World In The
Morning album. '

-

Then about six months ago the album was picked up by a radio station in Atlanta,
Georgia, USA and that paruculai track came out -top of a local chart. Next stop was
the US Top 100 where It reached the top ten, Whittaker's first excursion into the
American charts.
Since then, of course,
he's taken the hint, and
has been playing in
America more than any
other country In the
world. Explained Roger:
"I didn't think I had the
sort of material the US
likes, but I've been
proved wrong and so I'm
playing there more now, "

SQ LONG

R

Travelling isn't something new for Roger
through, because he

travels around the world
most of the time "'He
estimated that during one
11 day period in 1971 he
covered a distance equal
to one and a half times
around the world.
Roger was born in
Nairobi, Kenya, and was
first influenced. by--Afri-

folk stings.

can

After

a

short stint in the

army Roger Went to

University In Cape Town
but promptly 'failed his

F

'e

iI.

Hear her like you've never heard her before

b/w "To Know Him Is To Love Him

Cilia's new single on EMI
EMI 2328

exams because he was
singing too much. That's
when his career began In
earnest.
"Money has never been
a pre - occupation,"
explained Roger. "I like
to live, I like my family,
squash, my roses and
wine I suppose if I'd put
my mind to ill could have
made a lot more money
than I have. "
One of Roger's main
difficulties Is that since
the advent of Radio One
and Two In this country,
he has found It difficult to
get his songs played on
Radio One,
"When they made
Radio One and Two," he
added, "Radio One
automatically became a
Top 10 station and so
middle - of - the - road
music had a hard time
getting heard."

That attitude also
reflects itself In Roger's
policy where Uve gigs are
concerned. In this country he plays no concerts
Just cabaret and the odd
TV date. However In
other areas like Scandinavia Roger will
concerts and sell

do

out

convincingly
And what's next on the
recording front? Well,
Roger Is planning an
album containing another
11 s rags from Mr Webster
of Solihull.

INDEED
by Martin Thorpe
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Instant
KENNY: Julie Anne (Rak 214)
Another smash hit on the
bouncy rocking verses
that chi - chi - chi chorus
everybody after two plays.
rout

lives!

there's

And

some

=t

r,

115
!

-

it s going to be down to.
Ten plays equals a hit.

REPARATA: Shoes
(Polydor 2066 562)
Presumably
the lady who
used

n

to be the

captain of the
ship. only without her
Delrons. This has been

getting an amazing

amount of air - play an
London's Capital Radio
and deservedly ,,so. At
chorus time, it sounds like

Thumb sideways.
might, might not

although the tyype of song
getting into the charts at
the moment sung by lady.
vocalists tend to be a little
on the funky side. Still,
It's easy listening stuff,

Thumb down:
oh dear
-

soul numbers that'll give
you a chance to renew
your old, worn copy. This
one shouldn't need any
IntroducUon; Otis at his
soulful best. Others out
this week Include The
Drifters' Baby What I
Mean and William Bell's
A Tribute To A King.
Definitely a series to

a

watch out for!

enormous hit.

DANA: Are You Still
Mad At Me (GT023)

frenzied Greek party,
and It's equally Irlfecious. Should be all

TONY ORLANDO
AND DAWN: Mornin'
Beautiful (Elektra K

C o inup ovs
tempo song for
Dana this time,

12186)

Whilst Tony

and his

ladles

have moved

away from their
Instant singalong numbers that gave them so
many hits, they don't
seem, on this new label, to
have fixed on a formula
that repeats that success..
This takes a long time to
kick off, and even then It
tends to sound average at
best.

AVERAGE WHITE
BAND: If Ever Lose
This Heaven (Atlantic K 10656)
I

The darlings
of America are

'back with

latest

a

single from their
album. Cut The

Cake, and what
beautiful one It Is. Superb
a

Instrumentation and voc-

-

seen you

Come over darn's'
Make me feel good once

again

Then Oh turn me an my

friend

It's been

so long since

a

-

re1B7s,

-

JONATHAN KING:

them.

KRAFTWERK: Comet

Melody

2

(Vertigo

6147 015)

-

Taken from

label. Light and bouncy,
but not much else.

Been

LEO SAYER:

So

2076)

child
Only for
child

It's been

a

lighting (Crysalis
his forthcoming
album, Another
Year, which is
produced by Adam Faith
and Russ Ballard, this is

I've

vastly different from

Long Tall Glasses, Leo's
last single. There's a

very heavy

I've

1ti

I've

log

Cone over darno' baby
honey
Yeh oh yeti
Yeh oh yeti yeh
Oh

darns' darn's'
derlin'

I love you

repetitive

beat throughout, with
title taking up most of
chorus vocals. Not
obvious single hit,

seen you

It's been so tang sloes
seen you

'

Taken from

Long

little while

so long since

Moon-

~den
Finch

by

II,

W.

Campy end R

i ~dent 1975,SunburrMusk

the
the
an

but
then Leo isn't too
concerned with singles
anyway.

BANZAI: Chinese
Kung Fu (Contempo
CS 2068)
Well, if the
dancers who
learned to dance
the kung fu last
year have been waiting
for a chance to bring

-

MAIN

IN-

GREDIENT: The

single, this one, as the
name implies, is far more
melodic. It's completely

anywhere near that

best - known songs, not to
mention Harris's version
of-It, It's been a perennial
ever since It first came
.out. Now a whole new
generation Is about to be
exposed to Webb's most
puzzling mystery as laid
out In seven and a half
who left the
minutes
cake out in the rain?

THE

whence came
their last hit

VI

It's

'hubs' and' has' thrown in
for luck, It's tine for a hip
kick, but can't see It
crossing over to the pop
charts.

Autobahn, from

Instrumental, which Is
Gentle num- -Una Paloma Blanca
possibly where It loses the
ber from Three (White Dove UK 105)
impact of Autobahn.
Dog Night, takDefinitely better as an
Not
hiding
been from Coming
hind any of his album track,
Down Your Way. Lots of
usual
by
lines
DEBBIE FLEMING:
harmonising on It, with
this time, It's Mr Long Gone (Bradley's
crescendoes and build King himself. The blurb 751.)
ups and lord knows what.
reckons that this could
As a chart single, It
One of the first
probably doesn't have well be 1975's answer to Y
records on BradViva Espana. Well,
much chance
but there
ley's
new black
there's currently about
Is a slight one.
soul label, let's
hope there are better
things to come. Whilst
soul might have got
poppler, It's difficult 'to
see how this can come

Came over darlin'
I wanna see youf 'smile

Come over darllo'
It's been so long oh

-

leased in

produced by Dave
Crosby
who also joins
in. It's the original line up, with Chris Hillman's
mandolin taking instrumental honours. Nice
to listen to, but chart wise don't see it.

seen you

OTIS REDDING: My
Girl (Atlantic K10601)
Atlantic are

launching

(ABC 4070)

which was

this

Come over darlin'
It's been so ling since I've

Cone over darnel'

Vintage Soul Label
which will
mean the release of
exacUy that
classic

THREE DOG NIGHT:
Til The World Ends

KENNY: Two plays end you're hooked.
Full Circle
four records running for those steps out of moth that title, and In my ever balls, here you go.
(Asylum AYM 546)
so
'umble opinion, I don't
Basically, an InFrom the al hum, Byrde, reckon this'll be one of strumental with a few

BYRDS:

seen you

their own way
let's hope enough people
Like it and buy It.
als done

and maybe the heat wave will make people
want something a little 'on
the balmy side.

.

J

SONGWORDS
It's been so long since I've
seen you
Come over darlin'
It's been so long since I've

4,

R

Key tosymbols

Thumb up; hit

.

i
t

~

very basic

drumming which reminds
-ne of another band that
shall be nameless. It's the
kind of record that needs
couple of plays before It
and that's what
sScks

,_,

\

way for Kenny
followed up by
line that hooks
It's instant pop

It works.

HELLO: New York
Groove (Bell 1438)
Bo Dlddley

,

,;

41,

smash!

, .j

..y..=...

.
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Good Old Days (RCA
2587)

Taken

from

their recent
Roiling Down

A

Mountainside,

7

this single shows off the
sweet soul sound of the
Main Inaredlent
which
last ye..r got them into the
chart, with Just Dat't
Want To Be Lonely. This
hasn't got the magic of
that last hit, but the sound
Is nice enough to stand a
chance.

-

1

Different.
TREMELOES: Be
Boppin' Boogie (DJM
LEO SAYER:

406)

Strange mixture of sound
here: bit of the
thirties' swing,
bit of boogie, bit of a skip
with the drummer bit of
everything really. Quite
a happy tittle number, but
nothing that special.

TAVARES:

Takes

a

(Capitol CL

SIMON TOWNS-

HEND: Janie (Warner

Bros

K 16596)

Who's got a
gla moue brother
then? For regu

-

lar readers,
you'll know that the

It Only

resemblance
n anything, Simon sounds a bit
like Gilbert O'Sullivan,
as does the song. Easy
ballad, that gets better
about half -way through.

Minute

15832)
With so many
records aimed at
IL3-; the disco market, this one Is
bang on target, especially
for discos with a good soul
slant, and at the same
time Is strong enough
commerdally to stand a
chance of getting air play. Can see them
bopping already!

^

RICHARD HARRIS:

MacArthur Park

brother

In question is
none other than Pete of
the Who. There's no vocal

-

JIMMY 'BO' HORNE
Gimme Some (RCA
2585)
Another artist
from the ever growing last of
Miami soul sing-

ers, Jimmy is highly
rated by Betty Wright,
and has had his single
written and produced for

-

him by H. W. Casey
better known as K. C.
Dear God, was Already In the American
It really seven R&B charts, it's got a
years ago that -hard drum riff all the way

(ABC 4042)
11

this son was
riding high in the charts?
One of Jimmy Webb's

Fifty - fifty
chance of repeating that
success here.
through.

uVf/A7CHOUTFORLABOOGAR000A!"
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WHARRADAY for an Interview.' Friday midday. Just off Oxford
Street. A heat haze rising off the microphone and Cilla Black
looking much cooler than she ought to she's carrying a third little
Willis under her smock and talking about her new single I'll Take A

ID

-

Tango,
On its first whirl round the deck, I was thinking Melanie with a
touch of Dory Pre yin, but second time round, yep, It's Cilla, really
having a good time.
"Ws very tongue In cheek and having a go at
rock and roll as well. I
put on u voice because I
wanted It to be Bendy uppy
I'm not really
trying to do any vocal
gymnastics cos the high
notes aren't a problem In
me Minnie Mouse voice.
We did it very early in the
morning which was good
for my voice and Dave
-

McKay, who produced it,
kept saying 'Ere! Can
you do a few more croaky
bits like that.' So I had a
go and that's how 1t
turned out. It's the only
track on the déw LP that
we didn't do In America. "
Yes folks, even Cilla,
who's as English as chip
butties has been sneaking
across the pond to the City
of the Angels and hand -

L.a'
OSSI

picking her favourite

tun esmiths.
"We got a really good

drummer that Jimmy thing, who wrote Leyte.
Him. And that guy who
did that lovely guitar on
Marla Muldaur's single
I've forgotten his name
him as well. Dave
McKay was there" (ten
out of ten) "and we had
some great sessions. I
think we've got better
equipment over here.
actually, but the way they
work In LA Is much
easier, more relaxed.
They're not clock watchers which they are here
unless you get a nice
bunch of young kids and
I'm doing that now. I'm
not bothering with the
ones that clock In and
clock off cos they've got to
go to Pye or whatever. If

CILLA
EXPECTS

GREAT
THINGS

-

a new album

r
ci

your musicians are
working

hard for you,

you're going to give
more "

bros:
warner
on
ALSO
AND 8TRACK

America Is the big
question - mark for Cilia.
Is she ever going to be
able to ask Alfle what Its
all about from the stage of
Carnegie Hall?

AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE

Conquer
"We've been trying so
hard all through my
career to break the record
scene in America because
It's really the only thing
I've got left to conquer.
Really I suppose, I can't
be that desperate or T

i
'

J^

.

°

A

would have packed my
bags and lived there eight
years ago when I had all
the opportunities but I
loved my home too much,
and you've gotta do all the
bit, the tours. I don't want
to I want,to do the classy
thing. I'd never go in the
B room in Las Vegas cos

1

o

i

I've done all that.

Everyone says. 'The only
reason you've never
broken in America is cos
you're only there five

minutes

(

1

.0

dap

.

-

and you're
crying to come home.'
True. But I was there
more than five minutes
this time. What's that
saying about Mohammed

and the Mountain?

Anyway we went And a
label over there have
gond potty about Tango.
The only worry Is, they
Might cover It, It's
happened to me so many
times with Conversions,
Step Inside Love, but I

yir

E>

w
/

think

S.l

1

"'a
e

o

.
"r._

i
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mountain with?
"It's out In early
October and it's called It

then.

compete with young
She's so honest It fair
takes the wind out of your
salts- OK honestly Cllla,
don't you ever have any

done."

conflict between your
family and your career?
"D'you know,- people

Because you had more
to say in It?
"Yes. All the early bits

of

mine were other

people's suggestions. I
liked them but they might
not have been my Choice if
I'd had a free hand cos
after all I did start as a
rock 'n' roll singer and
then fate and people
turned me Into a ballad
singer, which I'm not

knocking because

It

helped me win the success
I've got today."
Remember It's thirteen
years since Cilia sashayed around the Cavern
with those mop - tops,
"And people still ask
me that ridiculous question do I want to go back
there??"
Cross out that ridiculous question.
"I mean, what have I
got back there? I'm a
thirty - two - year - old
mum about to have her

third child.
couldn't
relate to the things I did
1

lot

of songs we've Brittahised."
So what about the
album you came down the

It's silly to say I'd
love to go back. I'd be like
an old woman. I've done
my time. I don't want to

Makes Me Feel Good,
which Is one of the tracks
It's going to surprise a lot
of people. The things Is,
on my other albums, I've
always done songs that
people could relate to me
but there's not one on this
LP that Is typically Cilla.
I think It's the best I've

it's fair really.

We've had hits with

-mer

I

L,

CILLA BLACK: Sendy-uppy.

by Jan

Etherington

-

are always asking me
that. I have to think, are
there any problems? It's
like going to confession
when you're a kid and
making up sins because
you haven't done any The
making up sins because
you haven't dose any.
The thing is. I had k ids
was lovely going on stage
but afterwards there was
nothing I wanted a borne
to go to and I wanted to
share what I'd got with
some children. Now I've
got Robert John who's
live, and Ben)amin who's
fifteen months. I take
them with me everywhere. I wouldn't leave

then behind and this one's
due on Christmas Day brit
I hope it'll be before. I'd
like a girl but it wouldn't
get on top of me U it was a
boy. Bobby keeps saying
'My three sons' which
sounds good
Six weeks after she's
given birth, Cilla starts a
new TV series. And who's
she going to be singing
cheek to Cheek with'
"1 don't know yet. I
have to phone me mum
and ask her who she
fancies She's Joe Public
she is
but we do draw
the line al Max Jaffa!"

-
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A case

deja -vu

of

)l

i
.
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must. No dedicated
dance freak will be able to
a

sit this one out.

Fleetwood Mac
(Reprise K54043)
This should have been
their best album but It
doesn't quite make it
despite the addition of
Americans Lindsey Buckingham and Stevie Nicks
and the fact the band is
based in L. A. The
relaxing guitar sound is
still there but too many of
the tracks lack real
substance with the group
content to re -work the
past. They make a few
stabs at it with Over My
Head and I'm So Afraid,
but thaf haunting quality

2391 1851

Caught Up, the album that earned Millie a gold disc and
a Grammy nomination, became one of my favourite
albums when it was released. This follow-up continues
the theme of the eternal triangle that she established in
one side dedicated to the wife's point of
:hat album
view, the other side to the mistress's point of view.
Trouble is while the format worked beautifully on
Caught Up, It becomes very much a case of déja-vu (or
heard) this time around. There's a section like The
Rap, there's similar phrasing and arranging. It's
impossible not to compare the two albums, and Still
Caught Up suffers in the comparison.
SB

-

Greatest Hits
ydor 2310 401)

(Pol-

Hopefully, this Greatest
Hits compilation won't
mean too long, a gap
before there's some new
material released, especially as six of the tracks
on this album are taken
from their last three
albums, therefore already
owned by quite a few

people.

If

you

have

missed out, there's some
of their best numbers

included like Higher
Plane, Funky Stuff,

Orleans and Liar, beg
dancing. The rest of the
mixture has few departures save in numbers

with novelty value.

There's goodtime in They
All Asked For You,
Latinish feel on Middle Of
The Road, and a little
Mardis Gras Mambo,
Otherwise The Metres are
obviously moving towards filling in -that old
"stripped down" sound,
but until they slip away
from one or two -rift
compositions, it ain't
going to work.
PH

Hollywood Swinging and
Rhyme Time People. The
one thing this album
guarantee though, is a
solid floor of sound if you
manna party.
SB
THE METRES: Fire

SALSA (Island Help

What's this? the Metres
turning horn granite to
clay? There's a subtle
shift in the repetitive funk

the answers. Instant
excitement this LP may

On The Bayou
(Reprise K54044

New Orleans' best
known R'n'B band, They
are just that much tighter
(can you believe it),
of

smoother

round

the

edges, and slightly -Latin
and AHro in rhythm. The
title track keeps "fire" as
the funkiest word of the

year and two other cuts
Tat.
Talking

About

New

20)
really want io
know what's -going down
in those Latin clubs in
Manhattan's barrio? This
sampler from the local
Fania_ label compiled by
Island's Richard Williams
should provide most of
So you

they

AIMS

MILLIE JACKSONasimllar phrasing

184)
The New York based
Fatback Band don't worry
'bout musical perfection
or sound quality. They
just get on In the studio,
start the tape and begin
playing. They also bring

groovers who provide
inspiration and a party
atmosphere so that the
music really takes off.
The sound they achieve is
spontaneous and energetic with plenty of funk and
rhythm. Several of the
tracks on this album
though are pretty dire,
sounding like a Ray
McVay and his Band Of
TheDay jamboree at the
Lyceum on a Saturday
nice. However on slicket
tracks like Feed Your
Love, the beat is so fat
and juicy and fluent that it
grabs where it tickles. For

of

house parties Yum Yum is

traditional Edmundo Ross
approach (that's probably

blasphemy). Excellent
sleeve notes las usual)
and the mostly Spanish
lyrics add to make it a

welcome oddity.

PH

FATBACK

THE

BAND:

Yum Yum
(Polydor Super 2391

along

a

phalanx

got

DH

RAY CHARLES: Re-

naissance (London

SHU 8485)
It's a pity the "genius"
should have chosen this
rather mediocre set of
songs to be re -born with
because after the promising opening cut of Stevie
Wonder's Living .For The
City it settles into a Ray
Charles set that'we've all
heard s.o many
times before - the over brassy orchestra on a
handful of supper club
toons. No re -birth here

only

over-dramatic

schmaltz like For Mama

which exhibits his
powerful range and

phrasing while at the
same time insulting his
talent. He finds the magic

one couple of tracks, but
sadly

he's

now

just

a

black man's Frank
Sinatra.

DH

`,

Super 2391

186)

TENN1LLE: Love Will
Keep Us Together
(ABM AMLH 63405)
quite an impressive list of This is the pretty pair's
soul rock tracks over the debut album which is
past three years and for already doing wunnerful
once here Is a true best o1 things in, the Amencan
It's fairly lightset showing the band to chart,
weight; but the tunes are
be as tight and funky as
never highly
rated in this country
Mandrill have clocked up

any of their competitors.
On many cuts they have
continued a tradition that
Santana lost after the
third album- If you
haven't dug them before
this is a very good way of
catching upon lost time.
DH

JIMI HENDRIX:

.Crash Landing (Pol-

ydor 2310 398)

He's

been

dead

since

1970 but his music lives

dn. This album, one of a
projected series, contains
tracks laid down by Jim!
some- time before 1970
and previously unreleased. In such high
esteem is the album held
that all the old Hendrix

barrel -scrape albums

have been taken off the
market to make way for
what is a new direction
for the guitar hero. The
album has been highly
acclaimed and reached
the US charts with little
trouble, mainly because

-,l
KOOL

E

THE GANG:

FLASH CADILLAC
AND THE CONTI-

w

4

soil4artysound

NENTAL KIDS: Sons

'Y

Of

The_

Beaches

(Private Stock PVLP

nice enough and the Capt
gives a wondrous dsplay
of keyboards panache.
Seven of the tracks are
their own, and there's the

cotton

classics. Toni's legendary
The Way I Want To
Touch You and their
latest single Love Will
Keep Us Together are
also Included. It sure is a

family

New single on Charisma Records
Produced by Gus Dudgeon

affair with

a

handful of Toni's sisters
helping out on back-up
vocals and giving some of
the songs á semi gospel
flavour. Nice album to
play when you're leebn'
low.
JI

BLUE MINK: The Hit

Making World Of
-Blue Mink (Gull

SPAR 437)
Mention Melting Pot,

Good Morning Freedom
or Our World, and most
people will recognise the
titles as being three of
Blue Mink's biggest hits.
Sadly, -since that time,
they haven't really been
able to regain their chart

status,

but

instead

continue playing together
in the studio and
occasionally In cabaret.
Some of the lesser
known tracks on this

album illustrate

their

musical talents very well,
well as their
as

revivalists have changed
direction and progressed

SB

The

..

textured

other Beach Boys

rock and

adaptability.

r

MIDNIGHT FLYER

wool

Disney Girls plus several

roll

1002)

-

Beach Boys albums

standing the test of time
to render this package
somewhat redundant.
MT

Though

Hendrix, and Hendrix as
his available recorded
mate'iial would have
progressed eventually.

great Latin/Soul/Rock

onto the heavier respdrelblities of apeing surf
music. They've coped
with it quite adequately,
but even though they
beat Sha Na na to the
idea, there are enough

MANDRILL The Best
of Mandrill (Polydor THE CAPTAIN AND

this is totally new

has not too
examples of the

merger that has _been
promised. Apart from
Ralfi Pagan la sort slicker
funky Santana) Mark
Dimond and Joe Bataan
llatin flavoured soul and
protest) the new wave
relies mostly on punch
and tighter brass licks to
distinguish it from the

with Future

Games has eluded them.
Nevertheless they're still
a loss to Britain.

have but it

many

JI

FLEETWOOD MAC:

MILLIE JACKSON: Still Caught Up (Polydor

KOOL & THE GANG:

i

iinisiIhunisa1Ii
mLs I urn
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o, HEn
THE BAND who bought Northern Soul
south of the border, Wigan's Ovation, are
gigging this week, as are Kenny. Hamilton
Bohannon will be appearing in London on
Saturday, which promises to be an interesting date, and for those with memories on
the long side, Roy Orbison Is appearing at
Fairfield Hall In Croydon on August 19.

THURSDAY
AUGUST 14th

SUPERCHARGE,
Banyan Tree, Liverpool.

ALAN JACKSON QUAR-

TET, Seven Dials, Shelton Street, London WC2,

Nashville. 171 North End
Road, London W14.
STRUTTERS,Hope & An-

chor,

207

Upper Street,

London Nl.
GOOD HABIT. Gullivers,
II Down Street, London
WI.

.

.

J
I

J

GLOBAL VILLAGE
TRUCKING COMPANY.
Winter Gardens, Pen- AUGUST 15th
zance.
OSIBISA IN CONCERT,
Fairfield Hall, Croydon.

THE McCALMANS,
Greyfriars Monastery.
Uddingstoi.

KILGARON, The Gran-

ary, B rlstol.

SOUNDS SUMMER
SHOW, Johnson's Hall,
Yeovil.
FBI, Dingwalls, Camden
Lock, London NWL

ELLR.AIS ERS.

stable.

MAGNUM OPUS II, Fosseway Hotel, Newark.
BRIAN DEWHURST, Old

Penelope's, Paignton.

ford, Nr Sheffield.

ter.

BANDANA, Speakeasy,
48 Margaret Street, London WL

JUDAS PRIEST, Palace

Theatre. Newark.

WI.

.ARDIN & YORK &
FRIENDS, Marquee, 90
Wardour Street, London
H

GLOBAL VILLAGE

TRUCKING COMPANY.
Blue Lagoon, Newquay.

W'1.

PEREGRINE, Angel

Folk Club, Estow Road,
Bedford.
SATISFACTION, White
Hart, Church Road, Willesden, London NWIO.
ROB Windsor Castle, 309

MILOWTA, Sundown,
Charing Cross Road, London WC2.

YAKETY YAK, Bailey's,
Stoke.

SPARROW. The Roll-

Harrow Road, London

I.

A

U

G

H

INO/CHAMELEON,

HAMILTON
BOHANNON:Saturday

KENNY, Flamingo,

eston, Swindon.
SME, Soho Poly, Riding
House Street, London WL

Hereford.

THIRD

SATURDAY

WORLD/SALUTATION,
Dingwalls, Camden Lock,

AUGUST 18th
CLEMEN PULL.

London N W 1.

Aylesbury.

Friar's,

,j~:i:
0:
t

(

M

OTORH EAD,

Roundhouse, Dagenham.
APRIL, Sundown, Charing Cross Road, London

t-11

I

WIGAN'S OVATION. While Crane Club, RAF,
Cranwell, Sleaford.
HELLRAISERS , STRIFE, Priory Hotel,

Horns Inn, High Brad- Midland Hotel, ManchesGONG, Mayfair, New
castle.
JIVE BOMBERS, Crown
Hotel, Marlow.
JOHNNY MADDOCKS
JAZZ MANIACS, The
Granary, Bristol.
MUSCLES, Tiffany's,
Mirfleld.
FIVE HAND REEL,
Grizedale, Ainbleside.

1

a

.t

OSIBISA:

BEACH EXPRESS. Speakeasy, 48
Margaret Street, London

sell Gardens, Holland
Road.
LEE KOSMIN BAND.
Brecknock, 227 Camden
Road, Landon NWL
STARRY EYED AND

dLn,

1

Penthouse, Scarborough.

WIGAN'S OVATION,
Queensway Hall, Dun-

1

t {

#

P .ALM

FATSO, Kensington, Rus-

(

.1 Jl kv/rlt.

ss

j

.

GOOD HABIT, Marquee,
London, WI.
H

(,

Í

r.

FRIDAY

KENNY, Blue Lagoon,
Newquay.

W10.

+

e

..

am^

Scunthorpe.
BRIAN DE WHURST, Old
Blue Bell, Bury.

_.

IA)
I

o

AMERICAN BAND,

48

Margaret Street-, London

WI.

HEAVY METAL

KIDS/TEEZER, Links
Ballroom, Cromer.
GASWORKS, Marquee,

-

Fantastic Fantasies

Show, Ding-walls, Camden Lock, London NWI.

STRIFE, Black Swan,

Sheffield.

GENO WASHINGTON
Bailey's, Stoke-

LOMBO
MUSIC/ALAN
W A KEM AN TRIO.

90 Wardour Street, London WI

MA

YAKETY YAK, Bailey's,
Stoke.

ley.

eston, Swindon.

SUIIDAY

TEENAGE REBELS,
Pied Bull, Islington.
FIVE HAND REELr

London Wit.

AUGUST 17th

KRAZY KAT, JB's, Dud-

WC2.

SPARROW, The Roll-

UNICORN, Nashville,

KRAZY KAT, Reeves,
Bristol.
SHANGHAI, Torrington,
Lodge Lane, London N12
FBI, Marquee, 90 Ward our Street, London Wl.

TANOLF.FOOT, Black
Rock.- Cromford, near
Matlock, Derbyshire.

TEENAGE REBELS,

Bettina's. Great Portland
Street, London WI.
MUSCLES, Nevada Ballroom, Bolton.
THE MCCALMANS, Merrymass Folk Festival, Irvine.

FOGG, The Granary,
Bristol.

SOUNDS SUMMER
TOUR, Guild Hall,

Plymouth.
GENO WASHINGTON,
Maxima, Barrow in Furness.

MAGNUM OPUS

II.

ROY CRIMSON: Tuesday

SHANGHAI/BUNNY,

Dingwalis, Camden,Lock,
London NWL
KENNY, Glen Balirooin,
Llanelli, South Wales.
JUDAS PRIEST, Casino
Club, Wigan.

HAMILTON
BOHANNON
HIS
&

THE ROCKIN' BERRIES. Grand Pavilion,
Queen Street, Withernsea.
MAC & KATIE' KISSOON, Lido Palkce. Isle
of Man.

SHORTY, Tow Bar Inn,

Egremont.

CANDLEWICK GREEN,

Park Hall, Charnock,
Lancs,

BRUCE LACEY

& JILL
BRUCE present their

White Horse Hotel,
Quorn.

PETE ATKIN, Centre
Folk Club, Centre Hotel,

Portsmouth.

FACTORY, Target Club,

Reading.

SPARROW. Nate

&

Day,

Birmingham.
GOOD HABIT. Fishmonger's Arms, Wood
Green, Landon W14.

maim
AUGUST 18th

UNICORN; Hope & Anchor, 207 Upper Street,
London N1.
GOOD HABIT, Fishmonger's' Arms. Wood
Green.

MARVO THE MAGICIAN, Railway Folk

Club, Railway Hotel,

RAILROADED!

Stones for
Radio One
-

ALL SET FOR VICTORY
PORTMOUTH'S Victory station is now 100 per cent

complete and anxiously
awaiting the outcome of
discussion with the IBA this
week .to determine test
transmissions and an on -air
date.
The new studio. are already staffed

by the likes of Nick Jackets'', Glenn

Shepherd, Andy Ferris and Saragh,
daughter of Alvar Liddell
the
wartime volce of BBC radio.
In the newsroom are Paul and
Tricia Ingrams again no strangers
to broadcasting.
Electronic Installations should be
complete by early September and
station 'dents are being prepared by
Dave Symonds

-

-

SOUNDS SUMMER

TOUR, Memorial Hull,

Barry.
EDDIE

& THE
HOT
RODS, Dingwalle, Cam
den Lock, London NWL
TUESDAY, Blue Lagoon.
Newquay.
HANDBAG, Speakeasy,
48 Margaret Street, Lon-

Quickies

mission date has yet
JOHNNY WALKER'S
been fixed.
against the
It is likely that the outburst
clusive interview
Rollers neatly coincided
with the Stones on material will go out with Smokey's similar
their US tour to be in the Insight slot, views In last week's
Mirror. All credit
aired at a future probably In Septem- Record
to the Beeb too, for
ber or October.
date.
sticking with Johnny on
Meanwhile expect
emotive subject.
Broadcaster changes on Radio this
Still with Radio One.
guests (August 14)
James Griffin has One soon
an- Peel'.
Dr Feelgood and Rah
arrived back from nouncements to be are
Then there's
the States with made early Septem- Noakes.
Alexis Roemer taking a
tapes, but no trans ber.
_break- from making

RADIO ONE has
scooped an ex-

Fratton, Portsmouth.
TONY ROSE. Whitby
Folk Festival.

don WI.

TRAPEZE, Marquee, 90
Wardour Street, Landon

commercials to tell us his

Top -12. Saturday's In
Concert slat bee Alan

WI.

introducing the
Allman Brothers (from
Black

TUESDAY

whence enmesh the tape
no one seems to know)
and Sunday's Inélght

AUGUST tech
BABE RUTH, Marquee,

programme has 10ce on
Crisis in Pop. Monday's

90

John Peel guests are

Henry Coy, Sutherland
Brothers and Quiver.
Rather grimily incident
at Capital when young
lady fell to her death tram
an adjoining building
onto the station's office
root.
No denials, but no IBA
confirmation either, that
test transmissions are in
action on 901 - perhaps
following our piece last
week on the conflict with
Caroline's signal. Only
.light problem le that
University Radio Ease:
at Colchester broadcasts
on 301 - although on
small wattage.

Wardour Street, Lan-

don WI.

48 Margaret Street, London WI.
JUDAS PRIEST, Eagle's, Wood Green. Lan-

Al, Speakeasy,
don W14.

UFO, Ivanhoe's, Hud
dersfleld.

LONG JOHN BALDRY,

Dingwalls, Camden Lock,
London NWL

SOUNDS SUMMER

{`_16n/
BACK TO STEAM: the presenters and staff at BRMB
fOirminghem)gave the local Severn Valley Bewdley to
Bridgenorth steam service a boost when they hoarded
the train to entertain passengers. Radio power was
proved by a fivefold increase in customers.

TOUR, Glen Ballroom,
Llanelli
TONY ROSE, Whitby
Folk Festival,
ROY ORBISON, Fair Geld Hall, Croydon
UNICORN, Russell Gar
dens, Holland Road, Kensingtm, Landon W14.
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MAIM GLACE

...LIVES ...LIVES...

LIVES

SUPER KC HAS THEM
KC AND THE SUNSHINE BAND

Hammersmith.

SHAKIN'

/ Odeon,

long,

The audience, a mixture of black and tans
must have been disco
regulars as they were on
their feet or shaking in
their seats from the word
go.
KC and the boys danced
and pranced their way

forget their troubles,

worries, sickness, and.
rave on.

The brass section

....,

oI,daya

I
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AUGUST 30

Calling all Fan Club

ISSUE

Secretaries

Due to the August
Bank Holiday, all

Do you want your club .w-kxled in the Record
Mirror's Fan Club D,eemtory to be psehlated

advertisement copy.
for the above issue,
musebe received by
12 noon on
Thursday, August' 21

soon?

eá4.n

e.,, .nee ,. elm.,
S*/ey Lime,
1/

Herr b.ea. Der'. Mr,-

. N. bier.

length 'robe): Charles

Old gold?

bare bodied Oliver

Brown, percussion, ran
his nimble hands over the
congos at break - neck
speed.
Boogie Shoes, a track'
from their latest album
was performed so tightly

/

PROCOL HABUM
London Palladium.

you could hear the

HAVING a distinctive voice like
Gary Brooker sure
is a handicap.

squeaks and half expected a musical

explosion.
In the event, It was their,

Instrumental numbers
from the Sound Of

While It can matntatn
the thrill during the foul.
or eve minutes of Whiter

Sunshine album which

Shade of Pale, dragged
over a long set It begins to
grate, and that's Just
what happened on Sun
day.

The more familiar

songs (who can claim to
know all nine albums?)
stood up better because
there was no need to
strain to get the lyrics,
but with an organ mixed a
little too forward and the
tar from brilliant accous-

tics, the rest became
turgid.

The familiar deep
drumming from B. J.
Wilson gave the band a

distinctive sound but It
was on the simpler songs,

E'1

N

;

)
{

-.
PROCUL HA RUM'S Gary Brooker.
was what the
rTnal
Thrust
this
as
band
The
such
from their latest album, packed house wanted, but
that they realty excelled they seemed to be trading
too much on a legendary
with Brooker being given
the chance to play a little few tracks.
plano.
The new album, Promelody on his
But that was all too rare col'e Ninth, Is their beet
for
It
some time and with
the
of
time
for
most
and
was crescendo after simpler songs could point
crescendo ending in dial to a renaissance that
slatting harmonic guitar ' Sunday'. concert showed
they need.
of Billy Orobham.
DAVID HANCX)CK
Fortunately for the

Enter Captain Fantastic
DICK DEADEYE

/

Cert U. Plaza 2 and
ABC Fulham Road
from August 14.

Ing the talents of a
galaxy of British

dozen songs.
Sailor Dick Deadeye is

by Her
singers and actors Commanded
Majesty Queen
including ,su-ch Gracious
Victoria ('2 now declare
WITH THE ex names as Linda this movie, m!") to go
The Ultimate
ception of the Walt Lewis, John Baldry, and findwhich
has been
Secret
Disney block- Victor Spinetti and stolen
by the Wicked
busters, feature Miram Karlin.
Magician.
'Loosely based around
length cartoon musiHowever, the King
some of Gilbert & Pirate (of Penzance) is
cals are few and far Sullivan's
beat loved and also after it to further his

between. Dick

Deadeye is a brand

,_

y.urs now

ONLY
pier or a SPECIAL
'OFFER of 5,e. pow lecOAO
lean 10py . re PRINTED
An

.Yfa ná

Williams trombone; and
Ronnie Smith and James
Weaver, trumpet; played
some hellralsin' notes for
We opener, Sound Your
Funky Horn, while the

49

KC AND THE SUNSHINE BAND: Beck-break/n' action

featur-

7

(le

ws

mfr.,
mom mole ow of effete.4
d
Sod cewmn
PO robe

comprising Denver Lip trot, sax (looking like one
of the seven dwarfs in
woolly cap and lot se floor

f

,,.

....,

,i.

new cartoon

Ideal
TIBp

shakin', back-- breakin' action - the kind
which makes you pant for more even though
you've shaken to the pounding funk all night

forcing everyone to just

.,er

m

Bn..f snotbnah.. Bono G..f

ademe

KC AND the Band shone a light on the sweat
drenched Hammersmith Odeon on
Thursday night with a set full of hip

through every record

,

a

BRIEFS

IOW
s
r

4L.It4G

P,wa,w rti aret er, orOot lfd. R l.wr
reaa.arte s.py., wee
aren,. rr
t.y .ren
ao.a.d l..a, Moo Pea W.
L'. Y, Ar,
Cabmen
M1
wmet,

ALL OVE

l'i

IÑfilES.,
i BIKINI

best known characters, it
managee to cram Into Its
81 minutes more than two

7

FI.1(Id

1

It

I

11

1(
1

TI,

_.1

implored everyone to get
In the swing. Three little
black maids as in a row
freaked 'out, persuading
their guys to join in, and
before you could saw
'C'mon everybody' half
the audience were up and
wriggling their bums In
someone's face
It's gotta be said that
this band display a magic
on stage which their
albums fall to capture.

Their recorded stuff

sound like James Last
trying to go funky
compared to their live

Interpretations.
While the band took a
quick two minute breather, KC took time oft to
Introduce the members.
It was tantamount to a
beauty Contest with
people wolf whistling and
clapping. All the guys
received equal applause,

but I'm sure the

clapometer would have
shown a marginal victory
for the pretty leader d the
pack.

The finale, Get Down
Tonight, their best number to date, Included KC
telling everyone to do a
little dance.
During this number he
threw bunches of came gains and Dick Deadeye hens Into the audience,
has no easy task trying to but there were no walling
find It. After plenty of buzzards screaming and
narrow escapes and `fighting, just a sea Of
adventures all the char- out -stretched hands hopacters find themselves on ing to catch a flower or
the Island of Utopia two. Horn player James
populanted solely by Weaver, the cat' in the
scantily clad maidens sunshine yellow sweatand the Ultimate Secret is shirt, began dancing like
finally revealed to be he had no bones a la
LOVE.
Loopy Lott.
Although this 'film
KC and the band are the
seems to be primarily
aimed for kids, the freshest thing in funk
fantasy aspect. sheiuld be right now. A young
enjoyed by moat people Cockney bloke.talk trig to
and certainly the use of his friend after the -show
Linda Lewis and John summed It up adequately,
Baldry will influence saying: "Car, I didn't 'all
many who would not 'ave a good of dance. I
normally go to mometting Just couldn't keep stliL "
like this. MIKE exams
JAN ILLS
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Clayton
v Louis
(a war' amongst friends)

EDITEDBYPETERHARVEY

ARTHUR LOUIS Is a totally bewildered
rran.
After a whole year of preparation, his
debut single
first on his own Plum label
looks like bombing because his friend Eric
Clapton has brought out a cover.

-

.

y More

-

Cochran
4; plea
r1

OK, both versions are covers of Dylan's Knock he On
Heaven's Door, and true. CT Moore wan the first artist
to record a reggae version of the song, but .
.
Arthur's version was made with the help of (lepton!
From his Islington flat this Jamaican born.
American - raised musician explained: '7 did the
original backing track and played It to Eric. He Just
flipped and came Into the studio to play on It "
He explained that he met Clapton at a a party and got
to know him very well "We got really close." he says.
"I don't understand why he has to bring out a version
after that I'm a great fan of Eric's, I like him and I like
his music, so I considered It a great honour when he
recorded one of my songs (Someone Like You) for the
B-side of the single.
"I think one of the main
reasons for him cutting
figures, the Clapton
the Dylan song was that
version enters the chart
he'd been playing It on his this week.
American tour and It was
Louis says he doesn't
getting the best reaction.
know what they will say
"I didn't even hear the to each' other when they
GT Moore version until
meet again but he's sure
after I'd at mine and I
that Clapton will play
was pretty sick then to with his band any time it
know It has already been
goes on the road. He
done. But Eric's version
Is just like mine, even
down to the synthesizer
o`dts

"Now everyone bells -es
belies spoilt our chance of
having a hit with our first
release, but to me our'sts
better I don't think It will
sales. I think my
version Ls better and I
think Eric plays a better
solo on mine than on. his
stop

own. Its a pity he had to
do It. Pm Just bewildered
and will have to await the
outcome. "
Despite the news that

Arthur's version

was

topping Island's sales

'

i

ti

000NTIME IN

the

sonshine ar the methsslag saga of the silly
season.
TMs week's chuckler
corns tram a Curved Air

press handout, which
begins: "A spokesman
for Curved Air asuomad
this week that their bass

guitarist Phil Kohn

derided to leave the band

'S ARTHUR
agreed that Clapton was
to have played with him
at the Chelsea gig which
has been postponed.
Louis, himself a guitar 1st writer and arranger,
says there are three
guitarists on his single
and each are equally as
good. "That's myself.

whe he discovered
Darryl Way was ad
Jewish. "Rohe was
studying to be a rabbi
before Curved Air invited
him to join the bead ea
their comeback tour of
November,

1974.

"Bays Rahn: 'I was
training to be a Rabbi but
was Mandated suddenly
when the chief Rabbi

us great
pleasure (sob, sob) to
wave bye, bye, to Mister
Martin Thorpe, Record

IT GIVES

Mirror's erstwhile staff

writer and frustrated

football correspondent
During his year on the
or
paper Martin
Thorpola as he became
cut an
known

-

-

aggressive swathe

through the com-

paratively soft business
he found himself in.

of course!

It was not

uñcommon to
see him leap Into the air
with a fierce blood -

This week we've got an interview

curdling yell, sending

typewriters crashing to

with, Stephen Stills and THREE

ground and fellow
reporters scuttling behind
their piles of albums.
This performance usually
accompanied the dtsthe

- Eric

Clapton, Joe Cocker and Ritchie
Blackmore. Plus interviews with
Roxy Music's Andy Mackay,
Procol Harum, Chris Farlowe,
Uriah Heep and Sweet.
SOUNDS has also got the hottest
news and reviews in the
music press!
BUY IT YOU'LL LIKE IT!

ear

Eric and
landra "

Winston

De-

Already he has an LP
ready for release on the

Plum label and If
Clapton's flip side Is
anything to go by,

it
should be a good one.
Now, what price rock
'n' roll honour?

night

me to a cupboard

drinking

a pork milk
Make. Fortmately the
offer in jots Curved Alr
CAMS along right after

that'

No declaim has
been taken yet with
regard to locating a new
perrosml ham guitar 1st It is understated that

Phil Rohn is now

available for barmltavain - wily!"

EDDIE COCHRAN who
lost his life fifteen years

ago In a car accident le
proving thpt dead geniuses aren't easily forgotten.
Eddle's loyal fans are
demanding that more of
his songs be released. No
new tracks have been
Issued since 1972 because

Liberty / United Artists

say there are no more unissued tapes of the Fifties
hero.

But ape Peter Morgan

believe& this to be untrue
and hereby presents a list

of Cochran material

which the said record
companies seem unaware
of.
Tracks recorded for
Silver and Ekko and

Jasper's bit of magic
WHO IS this wildly dsredevlllah 'erbert ordain' on a mark
one moped? It's none other thee Jasper Carrots, one erne
Rollins groupie and mentor of the renowned Roggery Folk
Club in Solihull. Now he's a rude boy comic and has his de but
single on DIM Records called Funky Moped, but It's the flip
side, Magic Roundabout, which la causing the tongues to

way.

Its bawdy backroom humour about Doogal and friends has
been banned by the nub. Still yon could ray Carroll le Just
tsnlallsing the ass!

Crest In the USA before
Eddie hit the big tame
Include Tired and Sleepy,
Fool; Paradise and Doing
The Hully Gully.
The following tracks
are all rare, being deleted
in ¡81 when London lost

Liberty outlets:

the

Summertime Blues, love
Again and Lonely.
Other unreleased material Includes the original

Obituary

(_--goundl@
exclusive album previe«s

+,_-

410

l

Silly season (part two)

Which music paper has
the most exclusives every
week?
<

,

,

áSSh

t

:

on

does

bet

'Mad you we've heard
all's not well inside the
Boilers camp. Could we
even suggest there are a
couple of rebels among
em? Now what about all
these orchestrated la-

stramentals is the
charter Our resident

(what shall we call him

Records,

Oh yeah, and watch out
Stephanie De Sykes!

-

'

f

many tapes recorded on
the radio Milk Cow Blues
with an Interview to boot.
Mr Morgan reckons It
will be a good idea to
collect all these recordings and Issue a new
album for disc -starved
Cochran tans. Here, here,
and so say all of us Mr.
M.

15th

August,

1

1

2

3

3

2
5

4

1970

The Wander Of You, Elvis Presley
Neanderthal Man, Hot Legs
Lola, The Kinks
Something, Shirley Bassey
All Right Now, Free

4

17
14
8
7

10

Natural Sinner, Fairweather
Rainbow, Ilse Marmalade
In The Summertime, Mungo Jerry
1'H Say Forever My Love, Jimmy Ruffin
Love Like A Man, Ten Years After

August, 19a5
Help, The Beatles
1
4
We've Got To Get Out Of This Piece, Thu
Animals
3
3
You've Got Your Troubles, The Fortunes
4
2
Mr Tambourine Man, The Byrd.
5
Catch Us If You Can..The leave Clark
7
Five
9
5 Tossing And Turning, The Ivy League
7 18
Everyone's Gone To The Moon,
Jonathan King
8
8
There But For Fortune, lien Baez
9 20 In Thoughts Of You, Billy Fury
10 ,15
Summer Nights, Marianne Faithful
14th
1

.

2

)

.

t

Spot the loonie on the left (BYE XXX)
me) reckons the

full drde and la hack in
pre - rook 'o' roll
boredom (soond a bit

like over the top
actually).

Now, have
we got any gossip? Goof,

yes, which record

company press officer
said: "But don't we all
work in such a

glamorous business."
Meanwhile, our apologies to Crisis Heap.
We understand Mick
Box was not actually
inebriated but fell over
as a result of rickety

stage sad over

from Eddle's Wm,

Untamed Youth, and

yesteryear
charts
5
8
7
8
9
10

`

0

s

- oh

doesn't care whose tom
Moms

,
,

Journalism. S'pose we
will miss him, and of
course, we wish him well
in his new Job as Press
Officer for Bradleys

.'.rI

wtulc bb has gone dizzy

WELL I NEVER. It's a
Median Backlash. Don't
say we didn't warn you.
limiest did you hess lbe
divine Johnny Walker
on Radio One. He
be

covery of some stunning
headline, or more probably the latest Manchester United result
In truth, Martin was a
stunning headline writer
(it hurt) a clever caption
writer, and a great
champion of text book

Zang

-

exuberant fans. Get

well soon. Now about
that They party. They

are all simply spell
bound by Gavin Bar rate's single, Oh Marge.
rd. She even wrote hlm
e personal letter. And
known
which well
teenage dream offers to
pay his fan's expense*
to attend hie gigs? Why
did the Stones, part from

Bill Wyman, snub

Invitations to dinner at
Howling Wolf's house"
And why oh why did
Elton go m stage with
them when he only knew

one

Stones

song?

Reeseeelly, these

so

called stars hardly

know how to conduct
thenwdves. Tat, tat.
BYE BTE axe ten.

19th August, 1980
I
I Please Don't Tease,
2
3

5

4

3

5

8

s

2

7

7

4

8

12

9

8

10

10

Cliff Richard
Aperhe, The Shadows
The Girl Of My Beat Friend / A Mess Of
Blues, ElvIs Presley
Bhakln' AH Over, Johnny Kid .and The
Pirates
When Will 1 Be Loved, The Everly
Brothers
Because They're Young, Duane Eddy
Good TImmn', Jimmy Jones
Tie Me Kangaroo Down Sport, Rolf
Harris

H She Should Come To You, Anthony
New ley
Itsy Bitay' Teems Weenie Yellow Polk
Dot 'Liked. Brian Hyland

,
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Records For Sale
SINGLES (1.907/74)
-vintage
soul, popt progrrselve,
rock 'n' roll. Send lop for catalogue (a
5,000

must for every Dee -Jay).
Rox (RM) 67 MI Lane,
Wallasey. Merseyside.

-

PHIL SPECTOR RonetteR very rare.
S.A.E. Forever, 4 Man Chester Square, New
Holland, Humberside.
LP'S FROM 20p, 48's
from 6p
Large SAE
Llsle, "Pat", 47 Larbrec k
Avenue, Blackpool.
MONKEES LP + singles,
offers. Send large S.A.E.
Rob, 23 Sneyd Lane;
Bloxwi h, Walsall.

alts

S

-

PENFRIENDS WANT.
ED anywhere, any age,

Personal
I/

-

SAE to
Pen Society
(N38) Chorley, Lancs.
LONELY GUY (II) seeks
sincere girlfriend to
brighten up dull days and

SINCERE BOY wanted
15 - who doeern't mind girl

with alight limp.
Edinburgh area. Box
-lumber 338R
MODELS WANTED. 18.
25, high earnings
Nude,
bikini, send photo details.

-

Callers welcome.
Rays,

-

nights. Medway Kent.
Box Number 341R.
DON'T BE LONELY!
Genuine introdudUons,
friendship / marriage.

Confidential details

High 'Road,

491

MARIE In-

ANNA

243

don, W 1R 8PN.

Itroductlans opposite sex.
Sincere and confldenUal
nationwide service. Free
detalle
MR Queens

Buckhurst

Road.
Essex.

LONELY BOY,

- Elite Bureau,
Regent Street, Lon-

(s. a. e).

Word. 01-553-4569.

ADVENTUROUS

PEOPLE wanted to work
and hitch - hike around
Europe and Africa with
me.
Jim Randle, 198
Warrtnton Road, Leigh,

Hill,

-

17%,

girl for genuine Lanes.
friendship. Photo if PHOTODATES. YOU
seeks

from hundreds.
SAE for tree details.
CEI (RM) 3 Manor Road,
Romford, Essex.

possible, Maidstone area.
-''

-Box

choose

339R.

Matte new trne(Qs.
e.i free .u.atbie,.n end

JANE 80011 or genuine
friends, Introductions opf

broochure serve* to EEw ee.
m
wueN.fof c purer

'

a.m.

London

D.h
4ene

send.

Abm°don Roed

23

111911

vt

DI 9370,02

Dederute
FELLAS

WANTED!!

nboe,cnon damn serece
,red mane ferrule

0..,

nas

^mó.,a Cut

IM

our

bar bomb

sand

w h SAE

of

fa

541

end

yowled

INTROLINE-CUPID CRY
12 Ch.nse7 Road
CMOBMANI
SURREY GU24 ONO

-

I

posite sex with sincerity
and thoughtfulness. De tallo tree.
Stamp to
Jane Scott, 3/RM, North
Street. Quadrant, Brighton, Sussex, BN1 30J.
POSTAL FRIENDSHIP

-

CLUB. Private

r:'.frowv uhow rf'g, up
err p.LYea Lance end eel,
. date S.A.E. FOR FREE`

I

,e

for

OET AILS

Send to

MLTCIRITI PUBLICATIONS
167 wINCHEITER ROAD
BRISLINGTON, BRISTOL 4

--

Middle Of The Road, Rod
Stewart. Sweet, Golden
Earring, Neil Diamond,
Slade, Robert Plant, Joe
Cocker, Credence Clean

water Revival,

Mick

Jagger, Bee Gees, David
Cassidy, Sweet II, Slade
II, Colo, Osmond Brothers, David Casoldy II,
Sweet III, Donny Os
mend, Gilbert O'Sullivan,
Alice Cooper, Osmond

Brothers

III,

Deep

Purple, Paul McCartney,
Mud, David Bowie. Alice
Cooper III, Alvin Stardust, Cats II.
Postal
order / cheque to: Peter
Lennon, 101, Pytchiey
Road, Kettering, Northants. Ask for a free Copy
of Holland pop magazine,
hating some 600 cheap

-

ampton.
PA STBLABTERS 12,000

ROCKSTARS IN full
colour concert photos. A

-

-

SE

19

Cullop,

Liverpool. LB ORT.

60

-

82

Brian

Avon Drive,

King's Heath, Northampton, NN6 7HZ.
ALONE! MEET new

SOUL, POP singles from
5p.
sae,

friends of the opposite
sex. Inexpensive confidential service. Write

-

03

-

troductions, 81/NR, Slant gate. Kirkburtcn, Huddersfield.

-

EXCITINGI DIFFER-

ENTI The best services
for dating / pentrlends or
romance or marriage.
Thousands of members

all

-Soulscene,
For list, send large
Staf-

ford Street, St George's,
Telford, Shropshire.
CHARTBUSTERSI 1954 74.
Sae. 88-87, Western
Road, Hove, Brighton.
500,000 SINGLES to
clear. Pop 25. L1.30. Sae
for list.
54 The Albany,
Old Hall Street, Liverpool

Countrywide In-

ages`,

124/RM, Keys
Avenue, Bristol, 357
gey,

RECORDS WANTEDnaU
Send lists + sae
74 Amhurst Park, Lon- types.
Dee Gee Music, 48,
don. Nit.
TEENAGERS? PEN Ullswater Ave, Jarrow,
PALS anywhere.
Send Tyne & Wear, NE82 4EY.
sae for free details, ALL YOUR UNWANTED
Teenage Club, Falcon 45s and LPs purchased.
House, Burnley.
Good prices paid. Any
ARE YOU ADVENTrUR- quantity but records must
OUS? If so you can make be In good condition.
exciting new friends.
Send sae with lists for
Write SIM Computer cash offer: F. L. Moore
Dating (RRM/3), 109 Records, 187a, Dunstable
Queen's Road; Reading.
Road, Luton, Beds.

OHL.

-

Earring,

10cc, Dana
Gillespie, Pie, Bad Co,
Purple, Ronson. Gallagher. Price £2.45 plus lop
p+ p.
Sae please for
lists, cheque /,po, to: Ian
Clegg, 11, Woodside
Crescent, Batley, West
Yorkshire, WF177DZ.

-

SAE:

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS
from all Continents want

PO

-

Send

Box 6,

Dagenham, Essex, RM10
803.

ail 30.

NOS 4DC.
Is on

after.

JINGLES, cassette.
Mr. Oliver, 122.
£1.
Glascote Road, Tamworth, Staffs, B77 IDA.
2,000

-

AUGUST 30
ISSUE

Songwriting

VAN CLUB
Meese *ono SAE Is,

Glovers,

(sae):

Regent, Street,
W1R 8PN.

243,
London,

12 noon on

Thursday,

HOLLYWOOD COM-

August

-

SONGWRITING

ZINE free.

_

- MAGA-From

,/YEMINSTE

International Song writing Association
(RM), New Street, Limer-

SOUND

ick.

SYSTEMS
The specialists
in Discotheque and
Club Installations,

YOUNG

DJs, without
equipment, wanted fo?
pub work.
Mervyn

-

Audio and.Llghting
Superb Disco
Consoles

Thomas. 01.980 2991.

To sell

eo...

21

wood, California, 90028,
USA.

AGENTS REQUIRED

For details contact
BOB DEENE

records/tape, from

oor caar000. Ejeelleni
c eunInIan. bonus .chen ,

Janet end Pau(
49 Ashford Reed
Ashford Common

Mlddl.,o.

the August
Bank Holiday. all
advertisement Cops.
for the above Issue.
must be received by
Due to

ATTENTION LYRIC

writers! Make most of
your materiaL
Details

PART-TIME

TN1111 NO FAN CLUB
6U15 AND DOLLS

WITH(

-

-

-

noons

Sunday

-

Situations Vacant

Fan Clubs

-

-

MUSICS
Sae Music
Fans Penhiend Club, 10
Charlton Road, Tetbury,
Glos.
PENFRIENDS WANTED anywhere, any age.
Sae to Pen Society
(N38), Chorley, Lanes.

on

187m

GARY GLITTER pies,
good price pa ld.
Miss
A. Rawson, 10, Byley
Road, BUborou eh, Nottm,

11,

Rollers, Slade, Essex,

dal fan club.

abroad.

RADIO ATLANTIS

Wonted

-London,St.W4.
Albans Avenue,

THREE DEGREES offi

Records Wanted

- England
For free
details send sae to WEE

In

Street,

-

tions, advertleing. etc.
Send 'tamp for detaile,
Multi Screen Services,
SouthtU Road, Chatham,
Kent.

-

PANY needs lyrics for
new songs. All types
wanted. Free details.
Musical Services, 1305/R
North Highland, Holly-

Rex, Nazareth, Mott.

-friendship.

groups, clubs, promo-

single. only L1.90
(EL n5 club members)
Veronica 538 magazines
(25 different ones) for lip
each.
Send large sae
for free copy of Holland
pop magazine listing the
different numbers (plus
around 800 cheap discs
Usted!) to: H. P. M.,'101,
Pytchley Road, Kettering, Northants. NN16
6NA.

Queen, Faces, Reed, Yea,
Kikf Dee, Elton, Wlzzard,
Cockney Rebel, Steeleye,
Quo, Wishbone, Sparks,

1,0005 OF GOLDEN
OLDIES (1966-76) from
Send sae for lists,
IOp.

Vandyke

printed for distort.

CBS

LYRICS WANTED by
music publishing house.

set of

Sussex.

TEE SHIRTS. Specially

VERONICA DRIVE-IN
show tune, "The Horé"
+ 21 Drive - In - Show
Jingles en one ("terse)

10 glossy 3%In by
bin photographs Is available of any of the names
listed: Bowie, Ferry, T.

available,
Sae, 24
Southwalk, Middleton,

-

Services

discs.

LONELY GUY (21) seeks
friendly, sincere girlfriend, 18-19.
399 1819
(5.6pm or 12.30 am).
SHY NORTHAMPTON
GUY, 29, seeks girl, 19-29
living anywhere, for

1,n-

for

TWOS SUE

MAWF.9 RacON

fuerEs,

Peveril Road
Southampton

21

°Ilormellen

ploe.e and see to
Brian Moor All

`.

2 Na.lsmor. Road
LdndOn N2r 2AA

TeL (0733/

445073

:1A1.1.S-order form U advertisement rates

!

1"

Undef the headd,gs
FAN CLUBS. PENFRIENDS SITUATIONS VACANT
RECORDS FOR SALE INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
SOUND EQUIPMENT and other pnvale announcements
Op

magazine), Shocking
Blue, Mel Hendrix,

FABULOUS MUD concert photos. Also Faces,
Elton, Gary, Steve Harley, l0ec, Sparks, and
many more.
State
laves, sae for details to:
Dick Wallis, 23, Dulwich
Wood Avenue, London,

-

,

POSTERS. 15p ONLY
(with free Dutch music

bargain lists: "Absolute
Records" (dept 4). High
House, Tllney All Sainte,
Kings Lynn, Norfolk.
ROCK, POP, TAMLA
oldies. Large sae.
Baxter, 8 Shaftsbury Ave.

Portswood, South-

-

337R.

-

AL-

COLLECT SINGLES?
Then send Sea for

favourite star.
Send
sae for full detallo.
Joe
Hermon, 28 Littleworth
Road, Downley, High
Wycombe, Bucks.
ATTRACTIVE GUY
seeks girlfriends, London
area.
Box Number

confidence to Miss Chld-

I,

"cline,

11 Box
110860/RM Germany.
POP PAINTING of your
B

FANATICAL ABOUT

NOW TO GET A
100 GIRL FRIENDS

even

marriage.
Details and
free photos, Hermes,

troductions arranged by
post for all ages.

Stamp for details

-

friendship,

AND

BUMS! Sae.
Huge
lists. P. Stevens, 77a,
Gaisford Street, Kentlah
Town, London N W 6 TEE.

Interesting correspond;
ence,

-

-

SINGLES

Free Rodio

For Sale

PLEASE PUBLISH MY ADVERTISEMENT UNDER THE HEADING
Insertton(sl commencing WI h the first available issue. enclose Postal Orden/Cheque value
made payable to RECORD MIRROR.

eR.

for

.

I

E.

to cove; cost and

.

I

PEP WORD
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I

SPECIAL NOTICES PERSONAL TUITION RECORDING

"

nod lithe, bade anssounCemenls
In PER WORD
ALL TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS
8o PER WORD
As

under any Geeing

,ores m BOLD FACE type latter lust two!
WORD EXTRA

50 PER

BOX

NUMBERS Allow two words pan Xlp service lee
leekes to Bo. n ,mhees should be addressed C O
RECORD MIRROR and ..,II be IOr warded to advenrSers
nit Mr' Gay OI rece',pl
ALL RM SMALLS must be

stoutly pre -paid

SEMI DISPLAY ADVERTISING
14.70 per single column Inch

7

ll

To^CLASSIFIED AD.

tn. 60/.en10 s
I .013 insen.a'

12

Ih. ,
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